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March 24, 2016

The Honorable John C. Watkins, Chair
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
General Assembly Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Senator Watkins:
In 2013, the General Assembly directed the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission (JLARC) to study K-12 spending in Virginia, and to identify opportunities
for improving the quality of education in consideration of the funds spent (HJR 328). In
2014, the General Assembly further directed JLARC to examine virtual instruction as
part of its study of K-12 spending (Item 30, Appropriation Act). This report was briefed
to the Commission and authorized for printing on September 14, 2015.
On behalf of Commission staff, I would like to express appreciation for the cooperation
and assistance of the staff of the Virginia Department of Education and the Virginia
Department of Planning and Budget. I would also like to thank the staff of local school
divisions who provided information and assistance.
Sincerely,

Hal E. Greer
Director
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Report summary
Efficiency and Effectiveness of K-12 Spending
WHAT WE FOUND
Virginia spends about the national average on K-12; is above average
in local funding and student achievement
Virginia is close to the national average in total spending per student on K-12 education. Virginia relies more on localities to fund K-12 than other states. Virginia’s localities pay the highest share of total K-12 spending in the Southeast region.
WHY WE DID THIS STUDY
Virginia’s students score above the national and
Southeast average in reading and mathematics on
the National Assessment for Education Progress.
Divisions spend less to educate each
student than a decade ago
In FY 2014, the average Virginia school division
spent seven percent less to educate each student
than it did in FY 2005. Nearly 95 percent of the
state’s K-12 population is educated in divisions
that now spend less per student.

This study is directed by two mandates. The first, passed by the
2013 General Assembly, directs JLARC to “study the efficiency
and effectiveness of elementary and secondary school spending
in Virginia” (SJR 328). The second mandate, which was included
in the 2014 Appropriation Act (Item 30), directs JLARC to
examine virtual instruction.
ABOUT K-12 SPENDING IN VIRGINIA
Virginia school divisions collectively spent $15.6 billion on K-12
education for 1.27 million elementary and secondary students in
FY 2014. About two-thirds of total spending was on instruction.
Salaries and benefits for staff account for approximately threefourths of total K-12 spending and are the primary expense in
most spending areas. School divisions rely primarily on local and
state funding, and a majority of total funding comes from
localities. Divisions are subject to state and federal laws and
regulations but have significant flexibility over how they spend
their funds.

This spending decline is not unique to Virginia
or K-12 education. Twenty-nine states, including
other states in the Southeast region, also spend
less now per student than a decade ago. The
K-12 spending per student decline is also consistent with Virginia’s spending in other
functional areas that rely heavily on general funds.

Virginia divisions reduced non-instructional spending, particularly related to facilities,
by more than instructional spending. Divisions also reduced spending on divisionlevel administration, which accounted for 2.1 percent of total spending. As divisions
reduced spending, the proportion of total spending devoted to classroom instruction
increased from 63.1 to 65.1 percent.
School divisions can have their non-instructional operations reviewed through the
Virginia School Efficiency Review Program. To date, school efficiency reviews have
been conducted for 43 school divisions (33 percent). Divisions have implemented, or
are in the process of implementing, 91 percent of the more than 3,300 recommendations made during the reviews. The Department of Planning and Budget estimates
that school divisions collectively will realize an average of $37.5 million in annual
savings for recommendations that have been, or are being, implemented.
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Nearly all divisions reduced instructional spending but also report
being less effective
The average Virginia school division spent nine percent less per student to provide
instruction than it did in FY 2005. The 114 divisions that spent less in FY 2014 than
in FY 2005 educate 98 percent of the state’s students (see figure below). The magnitude of the decline in per-student spending over this period ranged widely across
divisions. Spending declined by more than 10 percent for 59 divisions, including four
divisions that now spend at least 20 percent less. Instructional spending per student
declined while many divisions are educating a higher proportion of students with
more resource-intensive needs.
Nearly 90 percent of school divisions with 98 percent of statewide enrollment
decreased instructional spending (FY 2005 to FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Each bar represents one division. Inflation and enrollment adjusted. Figures exclude capital expenditures.
Colonial Beach, Greensville, West Point, and Williamsburg-James City were excluded due to changes in how data
was reported.

Divisions reduced per-student spending on instruction through a combination of employing fewer teachers per student, limiting teacher salary growth, and requiring teachers to pay a higher percentage of health insurance and retirement benefit costs. Divisions report that these spending reductions are hindering instructional effectiveness.
These conclusions could not be independently validated, but there is support in the
research literature that such reductions can negatively impact instructional effectiveness. For example, research literature concludes that student learning can suffer when
class sizes become too large. Divisions also reported that reduced spending per student on instructional support services is creating challenges, such as teachers being less
prepared and curriculum not being fully aligned with state standards.
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Some divisions can improve facilities and transportation efficiency
In FY 2014, the average Virginia school division spent eight percent less per student
to operate and maintain its facilities than in FY 2005. Divisions also now spend far
less on facility renovation and construction. Divisions report that some of the approaches used to reduce spending, such as deferring new projects and maintenance,
are hindering long-term efficiency and effectiveness.
The average division spent about the same per student on transportation as it did in
FY 2005. Divisions report that some of the approaches used to reduce spending,
such as deferring new bus purchases, have reduced long-term efficiency and effectiveness. Because of deferring new bus purchases, at least 1,900 buses statewide are
near or past the recommended 12- to 15-year replacement cycle.
There are opportunities to gain relatively small non-instructional spending efficiencies in some divisions. For example, some divisions have yet to fully implement energy efficient practices at their facilities. Other divisions have not fully capitalized on
technology to improve the efficiency of bus operations and routing.
Virtual learning is a small but growing aspect of K-12 education
Virginia has thus far provided online learning that supplements physical classroom
learning, mostly for high school students. Online learning increases access to educational opportunities for students and can be effective for students with strong motivation and time-management skills. It generally costs less than educating a student in
a physical school. School divisions reported that the greatest challenge with supplemental online learning programs was students not completing the courses. Research
comparing the effectiveness of online and in-person instruction is limited and inconclusive, in Virginia and nationwide.
The state’s current approach to fully online virtual learning will provide a useful test
case for whether and to what extent fully online virtual learning is sound education
policy. There is currently no reliable statewide information comparing the performance of similar students at virtual and physical schools. There is also no accurate
statewide method to estimate how much funding the state should provide for virtual
learning.
WHAT WE RECOMMEND
Legislative action
•

Provide funding for VDOE to hire several staff to provide school
divisions with guidance and facilitate information sharing on facilities and
transportation management best practices.

•

Option: Provide funding for VDOE to employ additional staff to support
school divisions with teacher training and curriculum development.
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Executive action
•

VDOE should provide guidance and facilitate information sharing among
divisions regarding facilities and transportation management best practices.

•

As the number of students participating in virtual learning increases,
VDOE should analyze and report student effectiveness data and develop a
cost methodology.

The complete list of recommendations is available on page v.
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Recommendations and Options:
Efficiency and Effectiveness of K-12 Spending
RECOMMENDATION 1

The General Assembly may wish to consider amending § 22.1-23 of the Code of
Virginia to require the Superintendent of Public Instruction to track teacher turnover and report annually to the General Assembly and governor the numbers of and
most common reasons for teacher turnover (Chapter 3, page 25).
RECOMMENDATION 2

The Virginia Department of Education should provide facilities management expertise to school divisions. The expertise should include guidance and information sharing
about facilities management best practices, such as performance measurement, energy efficiency, outsourcing, collaboration, and closing schools (Chapter 4, page 39).
RECOMMENDATION 3

The General Assembly may wish to consider appropriating funds for the Virginia Department of Education to employ up to three additional staff to provide guidance and
assist school divisions in sharing information about facilities management best practices (Chapter 4, page 39).
RECOMMENDATION 4

The Virginia Information Technologies Agency, in cooperation with the Department
of Education, should assess the feasibility and potential savings of a statewide contract for school bus routing and monitoring software, and if feasible and likely to
produce savings, develop such a contract (Chapter 5, page 47).
RECOMMENDATION 5

The Virginia Department of Education should provide transportation management
expertise to school divisions. The expertise should include guidance and information
sharing about transportation management best practices, such as performance measurement, improving bus routing, and bus maintenance and replacement (Chapter 5,
page 48).
RECOMMENDATION 6

The General Assembly may wish to consider appropriating funds for the Virginia
Department of Education to employ up to three additional staff to provide guidance
and assist school divisions in sharing information about transportation management
best practices (Chapter 5, page 48).
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RECOMMENDATION 7

The Virginia Department of Education should collaborate with the board and/or
staff for any statewide fully online school created in Virginia to develop (or obtain)
and distribute informational materials that help families and guidance counselors to
make informed decisions about enrolling children in fully online schools (Chapter 6,
page 57).
RECOMMENDATION 8

The Virginia Department of Education should develop a methodology for estimating the cost of fully online learning programs (Chapter 6, page 58).
RECOMMENDATION 9

The Virginia Department of Education should annually compare the achievement of
students enrolled in Virtual Virginia courses to students of the same characteristics
in physical schools, and report these findings to the Board of Education annually
(Chapter 6, page 59).
OPTION 1

The General Assembly could amend § 2.2-1204 of the Code of Virginia to allow
school division employees to participate in the state employee health plan (Chapter 2,
page 11).
OPTION 2

The General Assembly could appropriate funds for the Virginia Department of Education to employ additional staff to provide teacher training and curriculum development support to the school divisions that would most benefit from state assistance
(Chapter 3, page 28).
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K-12 Education in Virginia and Compared
to Other States

SUMMARY Virginia school divisions collectively spent $16 billion on K-12 education for
1.27 million elementary and secondary students in FY 2014. Nearly two-thirds of total spending was on instruction. Salaries and benefits for staff account for approximately three-fourths
of total K-12 spending. Total spending on K-12 education varies widely across school divisions, primarily due to the diverse size of Virginia’s 132 divisions. School divisions rely primarily on local and state funding, and a majority of total funding comes from localities. Divisions are subject to state and federal laws and regulations for K-12 education but have
significant flexibility over how they spend their funds. Virginia spends close to the national
average per student and more than most states in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.
Virginia’s localities provide a higher than average share of total K-12 funding. Virginia consistently ranks above other states nationally and regionally in standardized test scores.

This study is directed by two mandates. The first, passed by the 2013 General Assembly, directs JLARC to “study the efficiency and effectiveness of elementary and
secondary school spending in Virginia” (SJR 328). Specific items in the mandate require JLARC staff to evaluate the findings and recommendations from school efficiency reviews, compare Virginia to other states in funding for K-12 education, and
identify opportunities to improve the quality of education in consideration of the
funds spent. The second mandate, which was included in the 2014 Appropriation
Act (Item 30), directs JLARC to examine virtual learning options used in Virginia,
the cost of virtual learning programs, and their effectiveness in terms of student academic achievement. (See Appendix A.)
To address the study mandates, JLARC staff analyzed Virginia’s division-level financial
data; interviewed staff with school divisions, the Virginia Department of Education,
and private online providers; surveyed staff with school divisions; and reviewed the
research literature on a variety of topics related to K-12 education, including online
learning programs. (See Appendix B for research methods used for this study.)

Divisions spend funds on instructional and
non-instructional operations
School divisions spend funds on a wide range of instructional and non-instructional
operations. The instructional spending category includes instructional staff compensation, classroom materials, and curriculum design. The non-instructional spending
category includes facilities operation and maintenance, student transportation, division-level administration, and food services.
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Virginia school divisions collectively spent nearly $16 billion on K-12
education in FY 2014
During FY 2014, Virginia’s 132 school divisions spent $15.6 billion to educate approximately 1.27 million elementary and secondary students (Figure 1-1), an average
of $12,344 per student. Nearly two-thirds of this spending—or $10.1 billion—was
on instructional operations, including classroom teachers, principals, teacher aides,
guidance counselors, social workers, and librarians.
Nearly one-fifth was spent on facilities, including $1.5 billion for construction and
renovation projects and $1.3 billion to operate and maintain facilities. Smaller
amounts were spent on student transportation, technology, and other noninstructional operations such as food services. Division-level administrative services
accounted for approximately two percent of total spending.
Approximately three-fourths of total K-12 spending was for salaries and benefits
for more than 200,000 school division staff. Compensation for staff is the primary
expense in most spending areas (Figure 1-2). Salaries and benefits accounted for
more than 80 percent of total spending for instruction, student attendance and
health, and division administration.
FIGURE 1-1
Two-thirds of K-12 spending was on instruction (FY 2014)
Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.

Note: Includes operating and capital expenditures.
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FIGURE 1-2
Staff salaries and benefits were the primary expense in most spending areas
(FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Includes operating and capital expenditures.

K-12 spending levels vary across Virginia’s school divisions
Total spending varies widely, primarily because of the variation in size of Virginia’s
132 school divisions. In FY 2014 Fairfax County and City, with 180,000 students,
spent the most, approximately $2.8 billion. Highland County, with 200 students,
spent the least, $3.9 million. Median spending across divisions was approximately
$41 million.
Across divisions, K-12 spending per student varies much less than total spending. In
FY 2014 Arlington County spent the most per student, at $22,100. King George
County spent the least per student, at $8,550. The middle 80 percent (105 out of
132) of divisions spent between $9,500 and $14,000 per student, with median spending of approximately $10,800 (Figure 1-3).
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FIGURE 1-3
School divisions spent between$8,550 and $22,100 per student (FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Excludes capital expenditures.

Standards of Quality
The Constitution of
Virginia requires the
General Assembly to
determine the cost of
meeting the SOQs and
apportion these costs
between the state and
localities. SOQ funds are
appropriated annually by
the General Assembly in
a variety of categories.
Since FY 1993, the state
has paid 55 percent of
statewide SOQ funding.
Localities are required to
provide the remaining
45 percent, though each
locality’s share of SOQ
funding is adjusted to
reflect their ability to
pay.

School divisions rely primarily on local and state
funding for K-12 education
School divisions in Virginia rely primarily on local and state funds for instructional
and non-instructional operations, with a much smaller amount of funding from the
federal government (Figure 1-4). Localities provided a majority of total funding in
FY 2014, while the state provided 38 percent. Under the Constitution of Virginia,
the state and localities share primary responsibility for funding K-12 education. The
largest source of state funding for K-12 education is provided under the standards
of quality (SOQ), which set forth the minimum educational program school divisions must provide.
In FY 2014, the state provided $5.3 billion to meet SOQ costs, and localities provided the remaining $3.3 billion to meet the minimum required local effort for SOQ
costs. Localities contributed an additional $3.6 billion in funding beyond the minimum SOQ funding required. Funding for state SOQ costs is benchmarked every two
years using the SOQ formula, which is often modified through the Appropriation
Act. In addition to SOQ funds, the state annually provides grant funds to support
specific educational programs and student populations.
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FIGURE 1-4
Majority of funding for K-12 was provided by localities (FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Local includes funding to meet and exceed the required local match for standards of quality and capital expenditures.

The federal government provides funding for K-12 education through a variety of
grant programs designed to help school divisions educate students living in poverty
or with disabilities. The largest source of federal funding is Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, which provides grants to help school divisions with
high percentages of students in poverty meet state academic standards. The federal
government also provides grants to states for special education and related services
for students with disabilities. Additional federal grant programs fund teacher quality
and improvement efforts in low performing schools.

School divisions have flexibility over spending,
subject to state and federal requirements
School divisions must comply with a broad range of state and federal laws on K-12
education, and these requirements often mean divisions must allocate funds for certain services and activities. Beyond these requirements, school divisions have significant flexibility over how they spend K-12 funds from the state, localities, and the
federal government. This flexibility can include collaborating with another division
or even fully contracting out their K-12 services to another division (sidebar).
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School division collaboration or consolidation
JLARC has previously
identified improvements
in efficiency and effectiveness that school
divisions can gain by
working with other
divisions.
Local Government and
School Division
Consolidation (2014)
Encouraging Local
Collaboration Through
State Incentives (2012).
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School divisions must meet and may exceed state and federal minimum spending requirements
State and federal laws on K-12 education primarily require school divisions to allocate resources for certain educational services, but divisions can exceed minimum
requirements if additional funds are available. Virginia’s SOQs include minimum
requirements for instructional services that school divisions must provide. The
SOQs generally specify minimum class sizes and instructional staffing ratios at the
elementary, middle, and high school levels, but school divisions have the discretion
to exceed these minimum requirements. For example, the Code of Virginia requires
a kindergarten classroom with more than 24 students to assign a full-time teacher’s
aide. Divisions can allocate funds—if available—to maintain substantially smaller
kindergarten classes while still providing teacher’s aides.
The SOQs also require school divisions to implement programs for instruction,
prevention, intervention, and remediation, but divisions have flexibility over how
these programs are designed and implemented. School divisions can expand their
instructional programs beyond courses required under the Standards of Learning
to include additional courses such as foreign language immersion and vocational or
technical studies. Local school divisions are required to provide reading intervention services for students until third grade, and algebra intervention services for
students from grades six through nine. If they have sufficient resources, divisions
can provide student support in additional grades.
The Individuals with
Disabilities Education
Act (federal) provides
funding for K-12 educational services for
children with disabilities.

Federal requirements for K-12 education primarily affect instructional services for
students with disabilities or living in poverty. For example, in order to receive federal funding for students with disabilities through the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act, school divisions must comply with a range of federal requirements,
such as evaluating students for disability under certain circumstances, developing
individualized education plans to provide educational services for students with
disabilities, and providing these services in the least restrictive environment. School
divisions also must comply with federal requirements to receive funds for additional educational services, such as additional instruction in reading and math, for students living in poverty.
Local school divisions also have broad flexibility over spending on noninstructional functions such as facilities, transportation, and administration. Depending on available funding, divisions can design and build facilities that support
their instructional program. Divisions have broad discretion to determine how facilities are operated and maintained and how transportation is provided for students, including the level of staffing needed to perform these functions.
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One-third of school divisions have undergone state efficiency reviews
School divisions can have their non-instructional operations reviewed for efficiency
by a private consultant, through the Virginia School Efficiency Review Program,
which is overseen by the Department of Planning and Budget (DPB). The areas addressed by the school efficiency reviews are division administration, facilities, educational service delivery, human resources, financial management, technology, food
service, and transportation. Pursuant to the 2015 Appropriation Act, school divisions
pay 100 percent of the cost of an efficiency review. The General Assembly appropriates $300,000 in nongeneral funds annually to allow the DPB to collect payments
from school divisions to fund the reviews.
To date, school efficiency reviews have been conducted for 43 school divisions (33
percent), and more than 3,300 recommendations have been presented for improving
efficiency through greater use of best practices. A majority of recommendations address financial management, division administration, human resources, and educational service delivery.
According to DPB staff, school divisions have implemented—or are in the process
of implementing—91 percent of these recommendations. DPB estimates that
school divisions collectively will realize an average of $37.5 million in annual savings
for recommendations that have been or are being implemented. Around nine percent
of recommendations have been rejected by divisions, and rejected recommendations
are relatively evenly spread across each category of recommendations. (See Appendix
C for information on recommendations implemented and savings achieved.)

Virginia is close to the national average in K-12
spending and above average in student
achievement
Virginia is close to the national average in spending on K-12 education (Table 1-1).
In FY 2013, Virginia ranked 23rd nationwide in total per-student spending. Virginia
relies more on localities to fund K-12 spending. It ranks 11th nationally in how much
localities provide of total spending. Virginia’s localities provide the largest share of
total spending of any state in the Southeast region.
Fairly consistently, Virginia’s students perform above the national and regional averages in reading and mathematics on the National Assessment of Educational Progress. Virginia ranked at or near the top compared to other states in the Mid-Atlantic
and Southeast regions. (See Appendix D for comparison to other states in K-12
spending, funding, and student outcomes.)
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States with higher per
capita personal income
and gross state product
tend to have higher total
spending per student on
K-12 education. Virginia,
though, differs from
other states in spending
relatively less on K-12
education compared to
its higher-than-average
personal income and
economic output.

National Assessment of
Educational Progress is
a testing program for
student knowledge of
subjects such as reading
and math.
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Mid-Atlantic and
Southeast regions
For the regional
comparison, JLARC staff
used the 16 Southern
Regional Education
Board member states:
Alabama, Arkansas,
Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, North
Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, and West
Virginia

TABLE 1-1
Virginia compared to other states on education measures (FY 2013)
National rank

Regional rank
(of 16 states)

Total spending per student

23

4

Local share of K-12 funds

11

1

Reading scores – Grade 8

20

3

Mathematics scores – Grade 8

15

1

Measure

National Assessment of Educational Progress

Source: JLARC staff analysis of U.S. Census and National Center for Education Statistics data.
Note: Regional rank based on states in the Southern Regional Education Board.
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Total K-12 Spending

SUMMARY The average Virginia school division spends seven percent less to educate each
student than it did in FY 2005. Approximately 85 percent of school divisions—or 112 divisions—now spend less per student in inflation-adjusted terms compared to 10 years ago.
Nearly 95 percent of the state’s K-12 population is educated in these divisions that now
spend less per student. The decline in total K-12 spending is not unique to Virginia. Twentynine states, including many other southern states, also spend less now per student than a
decade ago. Virginia divisions reduced non-instructional spending, particularly related to
facilities, by far more than instructional spending. As divisions reduced spending per student, the proportion of total spending devoted to classroom instruction increased from
63.1 to 65.1 percent.

Virginia’s 132 school divisions spent a total of $15.6 billion in FY 2014. Over time,
this total spending has shifted in two key ways. Divisions spend, on average, less per
student than they did 10 years earlier in FY 2005. Spending on instruction now also
comprises a higher percentage of total K-12 spending compared to 10 years ago.

Divisions collectively spend less to educate each
student than a decade ago
Adjusted for inflation and student enrollment, Virginia’s 132 school divisions collectively spend less now than they did in FY 2005 (Figure 2-1). Per-student spending on
operations declined 7.1 percent (adjusted for inflation) between FY 2005 and
FY 2014, from $10,927 to $10,148. During this time period, there have been changes
in spending levels, inflation, and student enrollment that have combined each year to
various effect. Generally, though, spending rose steadily until the 2008-2009 recession, dropped considerably as available state and local revenue declined, then increased more modestly as revenue began to recover.
The decrease in per-student spending appears more dramatic when it includes capital
expenditures. The average division reduced combined operational and capital expenditures by 9.9 percent. In nominal terms (not adjusting for inflation or changes to
enrollment) the average division increased spending by 13.1 percent over the decade.
On an inflation-adjusted basis, approximately 85 percent of school divisions (112
divisions) now spend less per student on K-12 operations than 10 years ago. Nearly
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Adjusting for inflation
To measure the value of
school division spending
over time, JLARC staff
adjusted spending data
to account for inflation.
(See Appendix B.)
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FIGURE 2-1
Statewide, total spending per student is seven percent less than a decade ago

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars; excludes capital expenditures; per-student spending is calculated as median spending per student among school divisions in Virginia.

one-third of divisions (37 divisions) are spending at least 10 percent less per student.
Per-student spending is at least 20 percent lower than in FY 2005 in three divisions:
Richmond City, Charles City County, and Covington City. Compared to FY 2009
when per-student spending peaked, all but four school divisions in Virginia now
spend less per student in real terms.
Nearly 95 percent of the state’s K-12 population is educated in divisions that spend
less per student now than a decade ago. Fairfax County, which educates 15 percent
of the state’s total K-12 population, spends about four percent less per student than
it did in FY 2005. (See Appendix E for changes in per-student, inflation-adjusted
spending.)

Health insurance spending increased as divisions
spent less overall
Despite spending less in total, many divisions spend more on health insurance than
10 years ago. Health insurance spending accounted for about 7.8 percent of total
operational spending in FY 2014, up from 6.1 percent in FY 2005. At the statewide
level, health insurance spending increased 66 percent in nominal terms between
FY 2005 and FY 2014, from $665 million to $1.1 billion. This increase is more than
twice the rate of inflation. Health insurance expenditures increased all but one year
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over the last decade—including after the recession of 2008-2009—with an annual
average increase of 5.9 percent. Spending declined, though, by two percent between
FY 2013 and FY 2014.
Changes to health insurance spending have varied widely across divisions. For example, between FY 2005 and FY 2014, 29 divisions experienced a decrease in health
insurance spending, and five divisions had their health insurance spending approximately double (adjusted for inflation and enrollment).
Allowing school divisions to further cooperate on health insurance plans may help
certain divisions better manage health insurance spending. One option would be to
expand the state employee health plan to allow school division employees to participate. Later this year, the General Assembly will receive the results of an actuarial
study (sidebar) of the potential for savings from this option.
OPTION 1

The General Assembly could amend § 2.2-1204 of the Code of Virginia to allow
school division employees to participate in the state employee health plan.

Spending decline not unique to Virginia or to K-12
education
Virginia’s decline in per-student spending is consistent with a national trend, particularly as compared to other states in the Southeast region. Twenty-nine states spent
less per student in FY 2013 than FY 2004. Many of these surround Virginia, including North Carolina, West Virginia, and Tennessee (Figure 2-2).
The decline in K-12 spending per student is also consistent with state spending in
other functional areas, particularly those that rely heavily on general funds. In 2014,
JLARC’s annual review of state spending found that the state’s general fund declined
four percent on a per capita inflation-adjusted basis between FY 2005 and FY 2014.
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Use of Cooperative
Procurement by
Virginia School
Divisions (JLARC, 2010)
In a 2010 report, JLARC
staff recommended an
actuarial analysis to
determine the potential
savings of expanding the
state employee health
plan to include school
division employees.
The 2015 General
Assembly directed and
funded this analysis, to
be completed by the
Department of Human
Resource Management
by October 31, 2015.
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FIGURE 2-2
Twenty-nine states spend less per student now than a decade ago

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from National Center for Education Statistics.
Note: FY 2004 to FY 2013.

Non-instructional spending was reduced by more
than instructional spending
The spending figures in
this section are based
on operating and capital
expenditures at the
statewide level. The
figures are adjusted for
inflation but do not
reflect changes in
enrollment. This is to
show how the proportion of total spending
allocated to instruction
and non-instruction has
changed over time.

School divisions reduced instructional spending by less than one percent, and noninstructional spending by 10 percent, at the statewide level between FY 2005 and FY
2014 (sidebar). Including both instructional and non-instructional spending, divisions
collectively spent about 3.5 percent less ($562 million, adjusting for inflation only)
during the time period. The bulk of this reduction was in non-instructional spending
areas, namely spending on facility construction, renovation, and debt service (−28.8
percent). Divisions also reduced, to far lesser degrees, division administration (−1.8
percent), and facility operations and maintenance (−2.0 percent). Because instruction
is the largest single spending area, it was difficult for divisions to completely shelter
instructional spending as they reduced their total spending.
With instructional spending reduced by less than the key components of noninstructional spending, instruction now comprises a higher proportion of total
spending (Figure 2-3). Instructional spending rose from 63.1 to 65.1 percent of total
spending between FY 2005 and FY 2014. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 include more detail
about the changes in instructional, facilities, and transportation spending.
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FIGURE 2-3
Instruction now accounts for a higher proportion of total spending

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Includes operating and capital expenditures. Percent change in spending is measured as statewide total and
does not account for changes in enrollment. Adjusted for inflation to 2014 dollars. “Other” spending area includes
health and attendance, debt service, and contingency reserve.
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Instructional Spending

SUMMARY The average Virginia school division spends nine percent less per student to
provide instruction than it did in FY 2005. The 114 divisions that spent less in FY 2014 than
in FY 2005 educate 98 percent of the state’s students. Instructional support services, which
include helping teachers provide better instruction, declined by more than direct classroom
instruction. Divisions reduced per-student spending on instruction through a combination
of employing fewer teachers per student, limiting salary growth, and requiring teachers to
pay a higher percentage of health insurance and retirement benefit costs. Divisions report
that these spending reductions have hindered instructional effectiveness. This conclusion
could not be independently validated, but there is support in the research literature that
such reductions can negatively impact instructional effectiveness. Divisions also report that
reduced spending per student on instructional support services is creating challenges, such
as teachers being less prepared and curriculum not being fully aligned with state standards.
The state could facilitate instructional support in a more efficient manner by rebuilding the
Virginia Department of Education’s regional capability to help divisions provide teacher
support.

Under Virginia’s Standards of Quality, the mission of K-12 education is to enable
each student to develop the skills needed for success in school, preparation for life,
and reaching their full potential. The core of this mission is instruction, which comprises the daily instructional activities provided by teachers, teacher aides, and other
instructional staff.
At 65.1 percent of total spending, or $10.1 billion in FY 2014, instruction is the largest spending area for school divisions. This instructional spending is almost entirely
for staff salaries and benefits, which account for nearly 92 percent of total instructional spending. Classroom instruction accounted for over 80 percent of total instructional spending across Virginia school divisions in FY 2014. This spending is
for teachers, teacher’s aides, substitute teachers, and classroom supplies. Instructional
support for staff and students, and school-level administration made up the remaining portion of instructional spending (sidebar).

Instructional efficiency cannot be reliably assessed
Whether divisions use instructional funding efficiently to achieve instructional goals
cannot be reliably assessed. There are no well-established benchmarks either for
what constitutes an efficient level of instructional spending or for the resources students need to achieve instructional goals, such as the optimal ratio of teachers to
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Instructional support
categories
School administration
Office of the principal
and the management
operations for a particular school (8 percent of
instructional spending)
Support for teachers
Improvement of instruction such as curriculum
development, planning,
training, and evaluation
(6.5 percent)
Support for students
Counseling, social
workers, and homebound services (4.3
percent)
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students in each class. Further, multiple factors shape the spending level per student
and teacher to student ratio desired or necessary in each community, including the
socioeconomic characteristics of students and their families; local expectations and
resources; and teacher experience.
Most school divisions in Virginia have faced reduced funding and increasing enrollment over the past 10 years. The primary means to spend less has been through reductions in classroom instructional staff and instructional support, because the vast
majority of instructional spending is on staff salaries and benefits. In some instances,
spending reductions may have enhanced efficiency if they did not undermine instructional effectiveness. However, most school divisions assert that instructional
spending has been reduced to a level that has hindered effectiveness and does not
offer opportunities for further efficiency.

Divisions now spend less per student on instruction
In FY 2014, Virginia’s school divisions spent a median of $7,116 per student on instruction, with 80 percent of spending between $6,400 and $9,000 per student. This
spending per student calculation for a single year, though, provides little insight into
a division’s efficiency or effectiveness.

High / low instructional
spending divisions
JLARC staff created peer
groups of similar
divisions based on two
factors that were most
closely statistically
associated with
instructional spending
(Appendix B). Divisions
that were high or low
instructional spenders
relative to their peer
group were compared to
other divisions in the
group in terms of
instructional spending,
staffing, and service
levels to better
understand which
practices contribute to
spending variation.

How much a division spends per student is primarily driven by three factors outside
the control of the school division. The first of these is how much more in additional
local funding (beyond the minimum required by the Standards of Quality) the local
government allocates to the division. Divisions that spend more on instruction tend
to derive a higher percentage of their total funding from local government than divisions that spend less.
The second factor that determines how much a division spends per student on instruction is cost of living. School divisions in the state’s higher-cost Northern Virginia region generally pay higher teacher salaries. The third factor is the characteristics
of the students the division educates. Students who live in poverty, have limited English proficiency, or have disabilities generally require more resource-intensive instructional services.
A division’s spending level is also driven by factors within its control. For example,
compared to similar divisions, higher spending divisions employ an average of 15
percent more teachers, substitute teachers, and teacher aides. These higher spending
divisions also employ 42 percent more staff for instructional support of teachers,
such as curriculum developers and teacher coaches. Higher spending divisions tend
to offer a broader array of courses, including more advanced courses, foreign language and fine arts courses, and more specialized programs in the sciences, arts, and
technology.
The research literature suggests a complex and often difficult to measure relationship
between these higher levels of instructional spending and better education outcomes.
In interviews with JLARC staff, however, nearly all school divisions that spent more
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on instruction cited the local community’s expectation for well-funded K-12 schools.
These divisions asserted that students are better prepared for college and the workplace because small class sizes permit a more individualized educational experience,
and more educational opportunities allow students to explore more academic interests.
Divisions spend nine percent less on instruction than a decade ago
Adjusted for inflation and student enrollment, Virginia’s 132 school divisions spend
9.3 percent less on average, on instruction, than they did in FY 2005 (Figure 3-1).
This represents a decrease from $7,847 per student in FY 2005 to $7,116 per student
in FY 2014. Instructional spending has declined 13 percent since the 2008-2009 recession, though it increased 1.4 percent in FY 2013 and decreased by just 0.8 percent
in FY 2014. The decrease in instructional spending over the past decade occurred
despite increased spending on health insurance for instructional staff. When adjusted
for enrollment and inflation, health insurance increased by 16 percent between
FY 2005 and FY 2014, despite a decrease in instructional staff by an average of 3.6
percent across divisions.
FIGURE 3-1
Per-student spending on instruction declined more than nine percent

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars; excludes capital expenditures; per-student spending is calculated as median spending per student among school divisions in Virginia; Colonial Beach, Greensville, West Point, and Williamsburg-James City were excluded in FY 2005 due to changes in how data was reported.
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In nominal terms, total and per-student spending on instruction is higher now than a
decade ago. Total spending on instruction grew by more than $2.2 billion between
FY 2005 and FY 2014, an increase of 28 percent. Spending increased consistently
until FY 2009, then declined 4.7 percent over the two years after the 2008-2009 recession. Total instructional spending increased at a more modest 2.6 percent per year
between FY 2011 and FY 2014.
The General Assembly appropriated $204 million in additional state funding for K-12
in FY 2015. School divisions are scheduled to receive an additional $293 million during
FY 2016. Depending on their local funding, this additional state funding means
divisions are likely increasing their instructional spending currently or will be in the
near future.
Vast majority of school divisions spend less on instruction than a
decade ago
Most school divisions decreased instructional spending on a per-student basis over
the past decade. In real terms, nearly 90 percent of school divisions in Virginia now
spend less per student on instruction compared to spending in FY 2005 (Figure 3-2).
The 114 school divisions that reduced instructional spending educate 98 percent of
K-12 students in Virginia. The magnitude of the decline in per-student spending
over this period ranged widely across divisions. Spending declined by more than 10
percent for 59 divisions, including four divisions that now spend at least 20 percent
FIGURE 3-2
Nearly 90 percent of school divisions with 98 percent of statewide enrollment
decreased instructional spending over the past decade

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Each bar represents one division. Inflation and enrollment adjusted. Figures exclude capital expenditures.
Colonial Beach, Greensville, West Point, and Williamsburg-James City were excluded due to changes in how data
was reported.
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less. Per-student spending on instruction did increase, though, for 14 divisions, most
of which have fewer than 3,000 students and experienced declining enrollment over
the past decade.
Instructional support was reduced more than classroom instruction
Divisions reduced spending on classroom instruction by 8.7 percent per student and
instructional support by 8.9 percent between FY 2005 and FY 2014. However, because classroom instruction accounts for the vast majority of instructional spending,
the bulk of the total decline in instructional spending was in classroom instruction.
Divisions now spend $560 per student less on classroom instruction and $125 per
student less on instructional support.
The result of reducing classroom instructional spending by less, in percentage terms,
than instructional support is that classroom instruction now comprises a slightly
higher proportion of total instructional spending. Classroom instruction spending
rose from 80.9 to 81.2 percent of total instructional spending between FY 2005 and
FY 2014.

Many divisions spend less on instruction but
educate more resource-intensive students
School divisions reduced spending on instruction at a time when the composition of
Virginia’s K-12 population was changing to include a higher percentage of resourceintensive students. Because certain students have needs that require more instructional and instructional support resources, reductions to instructional spending
posed additional challenges for divisions with a growing proportion of these students.
More of Virginia’s K-12 students live in poverty and have limited English proficiency
than a decade ago. The number of Virginia students living in poverty increased 33
percent over the past decade, and students in poverty now account for more than 40
percent of all K-12 students. The number of students with limited proficiency in
English increased 69 percent over this period, accounting for 10 percent of all K-12
students in Virginia. (See Appendix F for change in percentages of students in these
categories.)
Of the 114 divisions that spent less on instruction in FY 2014 than in FY 2005, 89
also educated a higher proportion of students living in poverty and with limited English proficiency (Figure 3-3). These students generally require more educational services to support their learning. The academic progress of some students may be disrupted by the effects of poverty, which are associated with lower attendance levels,
more frequent moves from one school to another, and difficulties in the home. In
addition to learning the core curriculum, students with limited English proficiency
have the added challenge of learning English, which can make it difficult to learn at
the same pace as English-speaking students.
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Measuring Poverty in
Public Schools
The poverty rate in
public K-12 schools is
most commonly measured as the percentage
of students qualifying for
free or reduced price
lunch through the
National School Lunch
Program. This measure is
used in this report.

Low Performing
Schools in Urban High
Poverty Communities
(JLARC, 2014)
JLARC staff reported on
factors that contribute to
low K-12 school
performance in urban
high poverty communities and evaluated
strategies for improving
student achievement.
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FIGURE 3-3
Eighty-nine divisions spent less per student on instruction while educating a
higher percentage of students in poverty and with limited English proficiency

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Poverty is measured as the percentage of students qualifying for free or reduced price lunch through the
National School Lunch Program. Per-student spending is calculated as median spending per student among school
divisions in Virginia; excludes capital expenditures.

Reduced teacher staffing and increased class sizes
may have hindered instructional effectiveness
Staffing costs are the vast majority of instructional spending. The primary way divisions reduced spending on instruction was by employing fewer staff. Nearly twothirds of instructional staff are teachers, and another 20 percent are teacher aides
and substitute teachers. Instructional support positions such as principals, guidance
counselors, and clerical staff make up the remaining 15 percent of instructional staff.
Divisions now employ fewer teachers per student
On a per-student basis, school divisions employ fewer teachers than 10 years ago.
Divisions reduced teacher staffing levels per student by three percent between
FY 2005 and FY 2014. While the number of teachers statewide increased 3 percent
over past decade, student enrollment grew at a faster rate of 7.5 percent. If school
divisions had maintained teacher staffing at their 2005 levels, there would be approximately 4,080 more K-12 teachers in Virginia. If divisions had maintained teacher
staffing at their 2009 levels, when instructional spending and staffing levels peaked,
there would be approximately 5,990 more teachers. At the average division, this represents declines to teacher staffing levels of 3.8 and 5.3 percent since FY 2005 and
FY 2009, respectively.
School divisions also changed staffing per student for other instructional positions.
There are 112 fewer principals, 187 fewer counselors, and 664 fewer substitute teachers. In contrast, there are 1,574 more teacher aides than a decade ago, adjusted for
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changes in enrollment. The hiring of additional teacher aides may mitigate the reduction in teachers to some degree.
Most school divisions used attrition to reduce teacher staffing levels across a broad
range of grade levels and subjects. Of the divisions that responded to the JLARC
survey, more than 80 percent (83 divisions) reported that they reduced teacher staffing by leaving positions vacant or not hiring additional staff as enrollment increased.
Only 19 percent (20 divisions) of divisions relied solely or in part on lay-offs. Half
reported that they reduced teacher staffing levels at the elementary, middle, and high
school levels (52 divisions). (See Appendix B for more about the JLARC survey.)
More than two-thirds of school divisions reduced the number of teachers on a perstudent basis over the past decade. These divisions, which include nine of the 10
largest divisions in the state, educate 86 percent of K-12 students in Virginia. Among
divisions that reduced their numbers of teachers compared to enrollment, 22 did so
by 10 percent or more.
On a per-student basis, Virginia tends to have more K-12 teachers than other states.
In FY 2013, Virginia had the 16th highest number of total K-12 teachers per student
in the nation. The state has fewer teachers per student at the kindergarten and elementary levels, but has the 5th highest number of teachers per student at the secondary level. (See Appendix D for instructional staffing levels compared to other
states.)
Divisions report that larger class sizes have made it more difficult for
teachers to provide quality instruction
Most school divisions reported that they increased class sizes to reduce instructional
spending per student. Among surveyed school divisions, about two-thirds increased
class sizes at each of the elementary, middle, and high school levels. Nearly 90 percent of divisions responding to the survey reported increasing class sizes for at least
one grade level (86 of 100 divisions).
The magnitude of the increase in class sizes varied considerably. While statewide data
on K-12 class sizes is not available, changes in student-teacher ratios at the elementary school level provide insight into how class sizes likely changed. In FY 2014, 107
divisions (81 percent) had more students per teacher at the elementary school level
when compared to FY 2009. Student-teacher ratios increased by 10 percent or more
for 50 divisions, including 19 divisions where ratios increased by 20 percent or more.
Increases in class sizes were likely relatively large for these divisions.
Hampton City, for example, increased the size of its 4th and 5th grade classes from
24 to 30 students. This was a 25 percent increase in the class sizes of these elementary students. This meant each 4th and 5th grade teacher had six additional students,
on average, in the classroom (Figure 3-4). The division has used federal Title I funding for additional 4th and 5th grade teachers to limit class size increases at high poverty schools.
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By contrast, student-teacher ratios increased less than five percent in 47 divisions.
These divisions likely experienced minimal increases in class sizes. Loudoun County,
for example, increased class sizes by one student on two occasions between FY 2009
and FY 2014. Loudoun then was able to decrease elementary class sizes by one student for FY 2015, for a net gain of one student per class.
Many of the divisions with a reduction in teachers relative to students now teach a
higher percentage of resource-intensive students. Sixty-nine divisions reduced teacher staffing levels and experienced proportional increases in resource-intensive student populations (Figure 3-5). For instance, Manassas Park decreased teachers by
approximately 16 percent, while students with limited English proficiency increased
from 29 to 39 percent of total enrollment and the percentage of students living in
poverty nearly doubled as a portion of total enrollment. Divisions experiencing this
trend include the nine largest school divisions: Fairfax, Prince William, Chesterfield,
Loudon, and Henrico Counties and the Cities of Virginia Beach, Chesapeake, Norfolk, and Newport News.
The impact of reducing instructional spending through increased class sizes depends
on the size of the increase and the specific student population. According to the research literature, smaller class sizes can improve student achievement, especially for
disadvantaged students, though the estimated effects are often small. (See Appendix
H for more information on cost and impact of changes to class sizes and other aspects of instruction.)
All school divisions interviewed, though, indicated that increased class size has reduced instructional effectiveness. This conclusion by divisions cannot be independently validated, but the research literature concludes that student learning can
suffer when class sizes become too large. Smaller classes enable higher-quality student-teacher interactions.
FIGURE 3-4
Hampton’s 4th and 5th grade class sizes increased by six students

Source: JLARC staff interview with Hampton City Public School division.
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FIGURE 3-5
Many divisions now educate a higher percentage of resource-intensive
students with fewer teachers

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Poverty is measured as the percentage of students qualifying for free or reduced price lunch through the
National School Lunch Program. Teachers are measured as the number of teachers per 1,000 students. Colonial
Beach, Greensville, West Point, and Williamsburg-James City were excluded due to changes in how data was reported.

School divisions reported that larger class sizes made it harder for teachers to provide
differentiated instruction, which is tailored to the needs of individual students (sidebar). Increases in the number of students living in poverty and with limited English
proficiency have created a greater need for differentiated instruction, even as the ability
to provide it has declined. About 90 percent of divisions (75 of the 84 divisions that
responded to the survey) indicated that increased class sizes decreased their teachers’
ability to differentiate instruction. The research literature points to a relationship between class size and a teacher’s ability to use certain aspects of differentiated instruction. For example, larger class sizes make it harder for a teacher to accurately determine which aspects of class material the students understand.
Additionally, larger class sizes require teachers to focus more time on classroom
management rather than instruction. In interviews, nearly all school divisions indicated that more students in a class can result in more disruptions because teachers
are less able to monitor student behavior. Disruptions take time away from classroom lessons and distract other students from learning. Larger class sizes make classroom management more challenging, particularly at the elementary level.
Most research studies find that smaller class sizes increase test scores, but by a small
amount for the typical student. In interviews, though, division staff emphasized that
because Virginia’s new SOLs require a stronger understanding of the material, more
individual instruction may be required to meet SOL requirements.
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Limited salary increases and reduced benefits may
have hindered teacher recruitment and retention
Salaries and benefits for instructional staff comprise more than 90 percent of instructional spending. In addition to employing fewer staff per student, instructional
spending can be reduced by limiting salary growth. Division spending can also be
reduced by having instructional staff pay a higher portion of retirement and health
insurance costs.
Divisions now pay teachers slightly more but provide less in benefits
Teacher salaries are now slightly higher for the average teacher in Virginia, but starting salaries for new teachers are now slightly lower. Adjusted for inflation, Virginia’s
teacher salaries are about what they were in FY 2005. The median statewide salary of
K-12 teachers increased slightly less than one percent over the past decade, from
about $47,000 in FY 2005 to just under $47,500 in FY 2014. For new teachers, the
median salary fell slightly, from about $43,800 in FY 2008 to $42,800 in FY 2014 (adjusted for inflation). (Note: Before 2008, VDOE did not report starting salaries.)
While median teacher salaries in Virginia increased slightly over the past decade, they
declined relative to teacher salaries in other states during this period. Virginia had the
21st highest salaries in the U.S. in FY 2005. In FY 2014, Virginia had the 29th highest
salaries. (See Appendix G for teacher salaries compared to other states and other
professions.)
Nearly all divisions reported limiting salaries and benefits to decrease instructional
spending. All but five of the 104 divisions responding to the survey reported that they
had reduced salaries and benefits for teachers and other instructional staff after the
2008-2009 recession. Most school divisions offered smaller and less frequent salary
increases for teachers and other instructional staff after the recession. About 75 percent (80 divisions) reported eliminating or reducing salary increases for instructional
staff, including teachers. Smaller percentages of divisions actually reduced salaries for
existing staff (16 divisions) or new instructional staff (29 divisions).
Take-home pay likely decreased for many teachers in Virginia as they paid a larger
portion of their benefits. More than 60 percent (67 divisions) of divisions reported
that instructional staff now pay a larger share of their health benefit costs, and 45
percent (48 divisions) reduced health insurance coverage through measures such as
restricting the provider network or covering fewer procedures. More than 60 percent
(66 divisions) reported that they required instructional staff to pay a larger share of
retirement contributions.
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Divisions report limited compensation growth hinders recruitment
and retention and may reduce effectiveness
Divisions report that limited compensation growth has made it more difficult to recruit and retain teachers. More than 80 percent of divisions responding to the survey
reported that reductions in teacher compensation levels after the recession reduced
their ability to recruit and retain instructional staff (83 and 84 divisions respectively).
In interviews, division staff explained that turnover among teachers often means replacing experienced teachers with less experienced teachers. Less experienced teachers tend to be less effective than teachers with more experience. Divisions that rely increasingly on new or less experienced teachers may face a decline in instructional
effectiveness.
It is not clear whether job turnover among teachers is increasing statewide, because it
is not consistently tracked by school divisions or the state. Since 2013, the annual
Appropriation Act has required the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) to
report annually to the General Assembly on teacher shortages, and the department
was reporting this information voluntarily before 2013. Legislation approved by the
General Assembly in 2015 requests that VDOE examine the feasibility of tracking
teacher turnover through exit questionnaires and other means.
The 2015 Appropriation Act provided $23,000 for VDOE to conduct this study,
which is currently underway. Given the negative impact teacher turnover can have on
instructional effectiveness, VDOE should collaborate with divisions to develop a
system for tracking teacher turnover that poses the least administrative burden on
divisions while providing the state information on the extent of teacher turnover and
factors that contribute to it. The General Assembly may wish to consider requiring
the Superintendent of Public Instruction to direct VDOE to implement such a system and report this information annually to the General Assembly and the governor.
RECOMMENDATION 1

The General Assembly may wish to consider amending § 22.1-23 of the Code of
Virginia to require the Superintendent of Public Instruction to track teacher turnover and report annually to the General Assembly and governor the numbers of and
most common reasons for teacher turnover.

Reduced instructional support may be hindering
instructional effectiveness
Spending on instructional support is for school administration (eight percent of total
instructional spending), support for teachers (6.5 percent), and support for students
(4.3 percent). In addition to having fewer teachers and spending less on their compensation, another way to reduce instructional spending is to spend less on help for
teachers. Support for teachers includes staff who advise teachers on how to better
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educate certain student groups, help teachers develop curriculum and lesson plans,
and evaluate teacher performance. Support for teachers also includes a variety of
types of professional development.
Divisions now spend less on teacher support and professional
development
While school divisions reduced spending in a range of instructional areas following
the 2008-2009 recession, support for teachers experienced the steepest decline in
spending. Adjusted for inflation, per-student spending on support for instructional
staff declined nearly 13 percent statewide over the past decade, from $502 in
FY 2005 to $437 in FY 2014. Over the same period, the median number of staff
providing instructional support services declined 7.5 percent on a per-student basis
at the average division.

Curriculum development is the process of
identifying the type of
learning that is necessary, supporting teachers
and other instructional
staff with materials and
training necessary to
meet these learning
needs, and monitoring
to make sure that learning is taking place.

Fifty-one divisions responding to the survey reported that they had reduced instructional support positions at the central district office. Twenty divisions reported that
they had reduced teacher training positions. Forty-four divisions reported reducing
curriculum development positions (sidebar)—staff who ensure that teaching materials
are aligned with the SOLs, content is delivered uniformly across teachers and schools,
and teachers have guidance on effectively teaching the curriculum to students.
In interviews, most divisions reported that they had reduced or eliminated spending
on professional development for teachers. Sixty-seven divisions reduced or eliminated teacher training programs, and nearly all divisions reduced or eliminated professional development staff. These divisions also reported being less likely to spend
money on conferences, certifications, and tuition reimbursement for teachers.
Reductions in teacher support can lead to curriculum misalignment
and instructional inconsistency
Most school divisions reported that reductions in instructional support for teachers,
such as in curriculum development staff, resulted in inconsistent instructional content
delivery and made it difficult for divisions to adapt to recent changes in the SOL. The
impact of reductions in central curriculum development staff positions has likely
depended in part on the capabilities that remain at each school. The lack of central
curriculum support requires principals and teachers at each school to design and implement course curriculum content. Several divisions reported that if the principal
and teachers can fill the gap, then the negative effects, other than the increased workload, can be avoided. However, at schools without the capability to do this on their
own, it is likely that students in some classes will not be taught curriculum that is optimally aligned with the SOLs.
Some divisions also reported that reducing or eliminating professional development
programs made it more difficult for teachers to adapt to changes in SOL content or
changes in the student population. Furthermore, divisions reported that it is more
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difficult for teachers to adapt their instructional practices as they teach more students
in poverty and those with limited English proficiency. More broadly, constraining
professional development programs makes it less likely that new teachers will develop the skills needed to effectively support student learning.
VDOE could provide additional teacher support for divisions
VDOE could help school divisions that have substantially reduced or eliminated
teacher support. Central office VDOE staff could help divisions that request assistance with adapting curriculum as the SOLs change, develop and offer professional
development, and share information about effective teaching practices. These staff
could develop expertise in particular grade levels or subjects and stay informed and
current on evolving trends and best practices.
Teacher support would still remain a function of school divisions, but VDOE could
provide supplemental assistance for the divisions that have the least capability to
provide teacher support services. Divisions did not uniformly reduce staffing in this
area—many decreased teacher support staff substantially, while others increased
staffing (Figure 3-6). It is likely that the need for support within each region would
vary considerably based on the current instructional support capacity and student
population of divisions, among other factors.
The General Assembly could appropriate additional funding for VDOE to hire sufficient staff to provide supplemental teacher support. Centralizing teacher support
expertise at VDOE, rather than at each school division, is likely more efficient for
divisions with limited resources. More centralized staffing would reduce division
staff needs and the total number of instructional support staff needed to be hired.
Divisions now have 304 fewer instructional improvement staff (support positions
that help teachers) as compared to FY 2009 staffing levels. The cost of additional
VDOE staff needed to develop a strong centralized structure is likely substantially
lower than the cost of restoring these 304 positions at school divisions. These additional VDOE staff could reduce the need for individual divisions to hire additional
support staff so that available funding could be allocated to other division needs.
The exact number of additional VDOE staff necessary to provide this supplemental
teacher support is not known. To determine this, VDOE could conduct a needs assessment to identify divisions that need state assistance with curriculum and professional development. Based on this assessment, VDOE could then develop a plan
detailing the number and type of staffing required. The plan would also need to include an estimate of the annual cost of these staff.
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FIGURE 3-6
Change in staffing levels for instructional improvement staff, by VDOE region
(FY 2005–FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Percentages represent the median change among divisions in a region of the number of improvement of
instruction staff per 1,000 students between FY 2005 and FY 2014. Excludes clerical staff.

OPTION 2

The General Assembly could appropriate funds for the Virginia Department of Education to employ additional staff to provide teacher training and curriculum development support to the school divisions that would most benefit from state assistance.
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Facilities Spending

SUMMARY Statewide, the average Virginia school division spent eight percent less per
student, in inflation-adjusted terms, to operate and maintain facilities than it did in FY 2005.
Divisions also spend far less on facility renovation and construction. Divisions used several
approaches to reduce facilities spending. Some of these approaches, such as deferring projects and reducing staffing levels and compensation, may hinder long-term efficiency and
effectiveness. Other approaches, such as more efficient energy management practices, can
result in sustainable, long-term efficiencies. These have been implemented by some, but
not all, divisions. These approaches may result in efficiencies, if implemented by divisions
that have yet to do so. The Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) should serve as a resource, especially for smaller divisions, on how to fully implement facilities management
best practices.

Facilities are an important part of a school division’s instructional program, providing the space where teaching and learning occurs. Effective spending on facilities ensures that the design and quality of facilities support the instructional program of
the school division, and efficient spending minimizes the short- and long-term costs
of building and maintaining facilities.
The state has a minimal role in local decisions regarding school buildings and other
division facilities. Each school division has broad discretion regarding building design, standards, maintenance, and renovation and replacement. Localities provide the
vast majority of funds used to renovate or build new schools. The state provides
funding to operate and maintain facilities through the Standards of Quality funding
formula.
After instruction, facilities are the second largest spending category in K-12 education, accounting for 20 percent of all K-12 expenditures. Virginia school divisions
operate and maintain approximately 2,000 facilities. Divisions spent nearly
$2 billion on facilities in FY 2014, two-thirds to operate and maintain existing facilities and one-third to renovate, construct, or acquire facilities. The largest expenditures were building services, such as the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems; heat, electricity, water, and sewer utilities; and custodial services
(Table 4-1).
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TABLE 4-1
Two-thirds of spending on facilities is for operations, maintenance, and other
facility services (FY 2014)
Spending area

Spending ($M)

Percent of total
facilities spending

$1,067.0

54.3%

Operating expenditures
Building services (operations and
maintenance, custodial services)
Equipment and vehicle services

92.0

4.7

Management and administration

53.7

2.7

Security services

52.3

2.7

Groundskeeping

26.7

1.4

Subtotal operating expenditures

$1,291.0

65.8%

Capital expenditures
Facility renovations and additions

323.8

16.5

Facility construction and acquisition

321.5

16.4

18.7

1.0

Site acquisition and improvement
Architectural and engineering services

8.4

Subtotal capital expenditures
Grand total

0.4

$672.0

34.2%

$1,964.0

100%

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Facilities operations and maintenance includes warehousing and distributing services.

Divisions now spend less per student on facilities
In FY 2014, Virginia’s school divisions spent a median of $971 per student to operate and maintain facilities, with 80 percent of divisions spending between $810 and
$1,260 per student. This spending calculation for a single year provides little insight
into the efficiency or effectiveness of facilities spending. There is no data available
on facility age, square footage, energy usage, or maintenance costs, factors that would
explain the variation in spending on facilities. Some insight into efficiency can be attained by measuring how facilities spending changes over time. In simple terms,
school divisions that spend less per student over time could be characterized as becoming more efficient. This may not always be the case, though, as maintenance that
is deferred or projects not undertaken tend to be more costly—in other words, less
efficient—over the long term.
Divisions spent eight percent less to operate and maintain facilities
Adjusted for inflation and student enrollment, Virginia’s 132 school divisions collectively spent eight percent less to operate and maintain facilities than they did in
FY 2005 (Figure 4-1). Median per-student spending decreased from $1,054 to $971
between FY 2005 and FY 2014. As a result, statewide annual spending to operate
facilities in FY 2014 was approximately $101 million lower than if it had kept pace
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FIGURE 4-1
Spending on facilities operations and maintenance is eight percent lower than
a decade ago on a per-student inflation-adjusted basis (FY 2005–FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars; excludes capital expenditures; per-student spending is calculated as median spending per student among school divisions in Virginia.

with enrollment growth and inflation. Between FY 2005 and FY 2009, per-student
spending on facilities grew 11 percent faster than the inflation rate, peaking at $1,165
in FY 2009. After the recession, spending declined in real terms by 17 percent to
$971 per student in FY 2014. Per-student spending levels remain relatively unchanged since FY 2012.
In nominal terms, total and per-student spending by school divisions to operate K-12
facilities is higher now than a decade ago. Total statewide spending to operate facilities grew more than $250 million between FY 2005 and FY 2014, an increase of
26 percent.
Divisions spent 30 percent less on facility renovation and construction
Statewide spending to build or renovate K-12 facilities declined substantially after the
recession of 2008-2009 and in real terms is now about 30 percent lower than 10
years ago (Figure 4-2). From FY 2005 through FY 2009, total annual spending on
construction and renovation averaged $1.13 billion statewide. Capital spending on
facilities declined more than 31 percent between FY 2009 and FY 2010 and has averaged $705 million annually since FY 2009.
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FIGURE 4-2
Spending on facility construction and renovation is 30 percent lower than a
decade ago on a per-student inflation-adjusted basis (FY 2005–FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars; capital expenditures only; per-student spending is calculated as median
spending per student among school divisions in Virginia.

Approaches used to reduce facilities spending will
likely hinder long-term effectiveness and efficiency
Ninety school divisions, or a little more than 70 percent of divisions in Virginia, now
spend less per student to operate K-12 facilities than 10 years ago (Figure 4-3).
Twenty divisions spend at least 20 percent less, and several divisions spend at least
40 percent less. The divisions that now spend less per student educate the vast majority of the state’s students.
Divisions that are spending less on facilities may have achieved temporary efficiencies by lowering facilities costs without a significant decline in facility quality.
Measures to reduce costs included deferring non-emergency maintenance projects
and delaying new projects. However, many divisions have reported that over the
longer term this reduced spending has not been efficient and has negatively impacted
the quality of the instructional environment.
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FIGURE 4-3
Seventy percent of divisions that educate 80 percent of Virginia’s students now
spend less per student on facilities (FY 2005–FY 2014)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Each bar represents one division. Inflation and enrollment adjusted. Figures exclude capital expenditures.
Colonial Beach, Greensville, West Point, and Williamsburg-James City were excluded due to changes in how data
was reported.

Deferring projects increases facility costs and reduces facility quality
For most school divisions, deferring facilities projects increased some facilities costs.
The link between higher long-term facilities costs and the deferring of construction,
renovation, and non-emergency maintenance projects is well established in facilities
management research. More than 60 percent of divisions (55 divisions) responding
to the JLARC survey reported that deferring facility projects collectively increased
their projected long-term facility costs. Forty percent of divisions (37 divisions) reported that deferred projects were missed opportunities to increase energy efficiency.
(See Appendix B for more information about the JLARC survey.)
More than 75 percent of divisions (78 divisions) reported deferring non-emergency
maintenance projects, including upgrade and replacement of roofing, flooring, and
HVAC equipment such as boilers and chillers since the recession of 2008-2009.
School divisions cited two primary reasons that deferring facilities maintenance, construction, and renovation projects resulted in higher short- and long-term costs.
First, older equipment generally had higher maintenance and replacement costs, often because it was more likely to require major maintenance or full replacement. Second, the cost of maintenance, construction, and renovation may be higher after delaying projects if prices increased faster than the rate of inflation. One school
division interviewed by JLARC staff described higher facilities costs after deferring
two projects.
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CASE STUDY
School division experienced higher costs after deferring facilities projects

A school division delayed building a new middle school and high school
when funding declined after the recession. Before it could begin construction of the new schools, the division spent $450,000 replacing part of the
middle school roof and $1 million for extensive repairs to the high school
roof. According to division staff, the roofing projects were needed to prevent roof and wall leaks. The middle school was torn down and replaced
two years after the roof repairs, and a new high school is currently under
construction.
The same school division delayed repairs to its HVAC system. The repairs
had been scheduled for the 2008-09 school year, but were not made until
the summer of 2014 due to budget reductions. The final cost of the repairs
was $12,000 higher than originally estimated, because costs increased and
the equipment was older and required more extensive repairs.
Deferring facilities projects also reduced the quality of the state’s K-12 facilities.
Over 50 percent of divisions (48 divisions) reported that deferring construction,
renovation, or maintenance has substantially or moderately decreased the quality of
facilities. Some divisions attributed an increase in failures of building systems, such
as temporary loss of heating or cooling, to the deferring of non-emergency maintenance. These incidents can disrupt classroom routines and interfere with learning
activities. Several divisions reported that their facilities lack sufficient technology infrastructure and learning space because construction and renovation projects have
been deferred. In some cases, deferring facilities projects made school facilities potentially less safe for students. Twenty-six percent of divisions (24 divisions) reported
that deferring projects reduced facility safety, while a little more than half of divisions said there was no impact.
Divisions report that staff and compensation reductions negatively
affected recruitment and retention
A little more than half of operational spending on K-12 facilities was on salaries and
benefits for facilities staff. In FY 2014, school divisions collectively spent approximately $700 million to employ nearly 14,000 full-time equivalent staff. Nearly
90 percent of these positions were in the services and trades sectors, including building maintenance, repair, and custodial staff. Statewide, less than five percent of total
facilities staff were classified as security guards, and three percent were classified as
management and clerical staff.
Many school divisions reported that they decreased facilities spending through staffing and spending reductions, both by employing fewer people and by reducing compensation. Every division reported reducing facilities staffing levels, reducing salary
and benefit levels, or both, in response to funding declines after the recession. Twothirds of divisions responding to the survey (68 divisions) reduced the number of
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full-time equivalent custodians, and nearly 60 percent of divisions (60 divisions) reduced maintenance or repair staff. Adjusted for enrollment growth, the number of
facilities staff statewide was cut by 11 percent from FY 2005 to FY 2014. More than
80 percent of school divisions reduced the number of facilities staff per student.
Nearly 70 percent of school divisions (70 divisions) reported that they had eliminated or reduced salary increases for staff. More than 50 percent of divisions (60 divisions) reported reducing health insurance benefits, either by requiring staff to pay
more for insurance or reducing coverage levels. Nearly 10 percent of divisions (nine
divisions) reduced actual salary levels for existing or new staff.
Reductions to facilities staffing and compensation have likely hindered, or at some
point may hinder, recruiting and retention. More than 70 percent of school divisions
(71 divisions) reported that these approaches substantially or moderately diminished
staff morale and increased staff workload. Approximately 50 percent (47 divisions)
reported a negative impact on staff recruitment and retention, most often to a moderate degree.

Some divisions could gain efficiency through
facilities management best practices
Best practices are available to achieve increased short- and long-term efficiencies
without hindering effectiveness. Some divisions are not using these best practices for
facilities management and could achieve modest but measurable improvements to
efficiency by their use.
At least 32 divisions do not collect or use data to manage facility
efficiency and effectiveness
Despite the value that performance measurement can provide, many divisions do not
routinely collect data on facilities and use it to inform their decisions. In fact, 32 percent of divisions (32 divisions) responding to the survey reported not using any performance measures for facilities management in the last three years. The majority of
these divisions are comparatively small—collectively, they account for 14 percent of
K-12 students statewide—and most have reduced the number of staff who would
have been responsible for tracking facility data. However, three divisions are in urban
or suburban localities and have more than 15,000 students. Larger divisions should
have the staff capacity to track facility data.
According to facilities management experts, performance measures should be used
regularly by school divisions to compare their performance to industry or national
standards, or to set strategic goals for the cost of facility services. Measures such as
total spending and staffing for operations and maintenance per square foot, and
spending on utilities per square foot, can help divisions monitor facilities costs and
identify opportunities to reduce them.
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There is currently no requirement for divisions to collect performance data about
facility efficiency or to use such data to inform decisions. There is also no standard
statewide definition of how to measure many aspects of facilities. Because the state
has a minimal role in facilities and their funding, it may not be appropriate for the
state to mandate collection and use of this performance data. Still, such data would
be valuable for informing the decisions of school division staff, school board members, and local government staff and officials.
At least 17 divisions have not implemented new utility efficiency
practices
Energy management practices and equipment upgrades can reduce spending on heat,
electricity, and water. Despite this potential, 16 percent of divisions responding to
the survey (17 divisions) reported they have not implemented new energy efficiency
practices in the last six years. Some of these divisions may have developed energy
efficiency programs before the recession. These divisions represent 14 percent of
K-12 students statewide and include three divisions with more than 25,000 students
each.
About 83 percent of school divisions (84 divisions) reported implementing energy
efficiency measures after the recession of 2008-2009. A majority of divisions reported that these changes resulted in moderate or substantial decreases in short-term
spending and long-term projected costs. School divisions used a range of measures
to improve their energy efficiency, including
An energy performance
contract with a private
vendor may enable
school divisions to
finance energy efficiency
programs.

•
•

A division using an
energy performance
contract may pay the
contractor a certain
percentage of savings
from reduced energy
consumption for a
specified period of time.

•

•

conducting energy audits to identify opportunities to reduce usage and costs;
changing staff behavior to ensure that lights, computers, and temperature
settings were adjusted for non-working hours;
replacing older or malfunctioning equipment with more energy efficient
equipment; and
implementing automated control systems for HVAC equipment.

At least eight divisions used an energy performance contract with a private contractor (sidebar) to conduct energy audits and develop strategies for reducing energy
consumption. One division estimated their energy savings at just over $2 million,
through both reducing actual utility expenditures and avoiding cost increases.
School divisions that have not considered energy efficiency measures should consider whether upgrading equipment and promoting more energy efficient behavior by
staff would reduce their energy usage and spending. The Department of Mines,
Minerals, and Energy maintains a state contract with a vendor to develop energy efficiency programs. The energy performance contract can be used by state and local
public bodies, including school divisions.
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At least 60 divisions did not outsource or collaborate with local
government on facilities, and those that did had mixed results
The use of outsourcing, collaboration, or consolidation for operating facilities may
not always improve efficiency or effectiveness, because these practices require complex analysis and additional staff time to evaluate. Divisions have undertaken these
practices, but with mixed results in terms of feasibility and improving efficiency and
effectiveness.
More than one quarter of divisions (27 divisions) reported contracting with a private
vendor or collaborating with their locality to perform custodial, building maintenance, or groundskeeping operations. Approximately half of these divisions indicated these approaches reduced short-term spending on facilities, most often to a moderate degree. About 20 percent reported that outsourcing these functions decreased
the safety or adequacy of their facilities. Two divisions reported major challenges
contracting with a private vendor for facilities services, and emphasized that other
divisions should carefully evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches before proceeding.
Nearly 60 percent of divisions (61 divisions) reported that they did not contract with
a private vendor or collaborate with their locality to perform custodial, building
maintenance, or groundskeeping operations after the 2008-2009 recession. To the
extent that these divisions have not already done so, they should carefully examine
the costs and feasibility of privatization or collaboration with their locality in these
areas.
At least 21 divisions have schools below capacity but have not closed
facilities to increase efficiency
While K-12 enrollment statewide increased by seven percent over the past 10 years,
enrollment decreased for 70 school divisions over that period. The largest declines occurred in Southside and Southwest Virginia as well as the Northern Neck. According
to demographic data from the Weldon Cooper Center, total population is expected
to decline for many localities in these parts of the state over the next decade, suggesting that student enrollment in these divisions will decline.
Closing a school is one of the most contentious, difficult decisions that confronts
local officials. Many communities, especially those that are smaller, draw much of
their local identity from their schools and high school athletics. Despite the challenges of closing schools, one third of divisions responding to the survey (34 divisions)
reported closing or consolidating at least one school since the recession, likely allowing them to save on some facility costs through a reduction in electricity and other
utilities, instructional personnel, and transportation. These divisions cited long-term
enrollment declines as the primary reason. Operating schools under capacity for long
periods of time is inefficient because the fixed costs of operating and maintaining
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the school are spread over a declining number of students, driving the spending per
student up.
Twenty-one divisions reported having schools below 80 percent capacity, and did not
close or consolidate any schools after the recession. To the extent that enrollment
continues to decline in certain divisions, these divisions should periodically evaluate
the potential savings and costs of closing or consolidating underutilized facilities.
While closing an underutilized school would likely reduce operating costs for a division, it may not be feasible if the division does not have excess capacity in another
facility. Closing a facility may not be feasible or cost-effective if some students have
longer bus rides and student transportation costs increase.
VDOE should help divisions improve facilities management
Several divisions reported relying primarily on their own experience to identify best
practices for non-instructional functions such as facility operations. The General Assembly has made efforts to facilitate sharing of best practices, most recently in the
2015 Appropriation Act, which requires the Department of Planning and Budget
(DPB) to develop a list of best practices and common recommendations identified
through school efficiency reviews. DPB is well positioned to develop such a list because it oversees the state’s school efficiency review program.
The efficiency review program examines a school division’s facility operations,
maintenance, and capacity, to find ways to reduce spending. To date, only about onethird of divisions have been reviewed. More than 350 recommendations—nearly
11 percent of all recommendations—from the efficiency reviews conducted thus far
involve facilities. The most common types of facilities recommendations address
planning, organizational structure, and data collection and reporting. According to
DPB staff, facilities recommendations that have been or are being implemented represent an annual average savings of $12.6 million. (See Appendix C for information
on recommendations implemented and savings achieved from school efficiency reviews.)
Building a relatively small capability at VDOE would be an efficient way to help divisions more effectively manage their facilities. Depending on how division needs
evolve, VDOE’s capability could be expanded over time. Divisions had 14 fewer facilities management and analyst positions in FY 2014 than FY 2009. Smaller divisions likely lacked sufficient facilities management and analyst staffing prior to
FY 2009. Rather than rebuilding this division capacity, it would be more efficient for
VDOE to hire up to three staff and leverage their expertise across divisions. Such an
approach would also be more effective because these staff could specialize in helping
divisions measure facilities performance, implement energy efficiency practices, and
explore outsourcing, collaboration, or consolidation.
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RECOMMENDATION 2

The Virginia Department of Education should provide facilities management expertise to school divisions. The expertise should include guidance and information sharing about facilities management best practices, such as performance measurement,
energy efficiency, outsourcing, collaboration, and closing schools.
RECOMMENDATION 3

The General Assembly may wish to consider appropriating funds for the Virginia
Department of Education to employ up to three additional staff to provide guidance
and assist school divisions in sharing information about facilities management best
practices.
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Transportation Spending

SUMMARY The average Virginia school division spent about the same per student for
transportation in FY 2014 as it did in FY 2005. About half of the state’s divisions actually reduced their spending per student despite an increase in fuel prices. Divisions used a variety
of approaches to reduce or maintain transportation spending. Some of these approaches,
such as reducing staffing and deferring the purchase of new buses, may actually hinder the
long-term efficiency and effectiveness of school transportation. The deferral of new bus
purchases is pushing the age of at least 1,900 school buses to the high end of the recommended 12- to 15-year replacement cycle range. Other approaches, such as using technology to improve bus routes, can result in sustainable, long-term efficiencies. These have
been implemented by many, but not all, divisions. These approaches may result in efficiencies, if implemented by the divisions that have not already done so. The Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) should serve as a resource on how to fully implement transportation management best practices.

The majority of Virginia’s K-12 students (68 percent) rely on buses to transport
them safely to and from school. Effective transportation spending helps ensure safe,
reliable student transportation. Efficient spending minimizes unnecessary short- and
long-term costs, which then allows divisions to allocate a greater percentage of available funds to instruction.
Transportation is the third largest spending area in K-12 education behind instruction and facilities, accounting for about five percent of all K-12 expenditures.
School divisions spent about $813 million on transportation in FY 2014. Nearly
two-thirds of total student transportation spending in FY 2014—or $521 million—
was spent on vehicle operations, which includes compensation for drivers and motor fuels for school buses. Another 17 percent was spent on vehicle maintenance,
including the cost of vehicle parts and compensation for maintenance technicians
(Table 5-1).
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TABLE 5-1
Nearly two-thirds of transportation spending is for operating school buses
Spending area

Spending ($M)

Percent of total
transportation spending

Operating expenditures
Vehicle operations

$520.5

Vehicle maintenance

64.0%

139.7

17.2

Management and direction

51.2

6.3

Student monitoring

50.6

6.2

Purchase and lease of vehicles

35.8

4.4

0.9

0.1

Other vehicle equipment purchases
Subtotal operating expenditures

$798.8

98.2%

Capital expenditures
Purchase and lease of vehicles

12.8

1.6

2.2

0.3

All other capital
Subtotal capital expenditures
Total

$14.9

1.8%

$813.8

100%

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.

Divisions spent about the same per student on
transportation despite rise in fuel costs

Urban, suburban, and
rural divisions
JLARC staff used locality
land area and population density to categorize divisions as rural,
suburban, or urban to
better explain how geography influences student transportation.

In FY 2014, Virginia’s school divisions spent $644 per student (median) on transportation, with 80 percent of divisions spending between $400 and $900 per student.
Data on per-student spending is of limited value in assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of school transportation spending, because this type of spending depends on the geography and population density of the locality (sidebar). For example, rural divisions generally spend more per student, because they have more annual
miles per bus, more bus riders, and more buses (Table 5-2).
TABLE 5-2
Rural divisions spend more on transportation than urban and suburban
divisions (FY 2014)
Type of
division
Rural

Transportation
$ per student

Average annual
miles per bus

Riders as a % of
total enrollment

Buses per 100
students

$775

10,728

71%

3.0

Suburban

662

8,587

69

2.1

Urban

446

7,231

59

1.7

$644

9,404

67%

2.5

Statewide

Source: JLARC staff analysis data from the Virginia Department of Education.
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Further insight into efficiency can be gained by measuring how transportation
spending changes over time. In simple terms, divisions that spend less per student
over time could be characterized as becoming more efficient over time. This may not
always be the case, though, as deferring maintenance and using older buses tend to
be more costly—in other words less efficient—over the long term.
Divisions spent about the same as they did a decade ago on
transportation
Adjusted for inflation and student enrollment, Virginia’s 132 school divisions collectively spent 0.5 percent less than they did in FY 2005 (Figure 5-1). In nominal terms,
total and per-student spending by school divisions to transport K-12 students is higher
now than a decade ago. Total spending on student transportation by school divisions
increased from $559 million to $799 million, or 43 percent, between FY 2005 and
FY 2014.
FIGURE 5-1
Per-student transportation spending kept pace with inflation and enrollment
growth

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars; excludes capital expenditures; per-student spending is calculated as median per-student spending among school divisions in Virginia.
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As fuel prices have increased, fuel has become a greater proportion of
transportation spending
Increased spending on fuel is the main reason why transportation spending stayed
nearly the same in real terms over the course of a decade. The median school division now spends 50 percent more on fuel than it did in FY 2005, adjusted for enrollment and inflation, largely because the cost of diesel fuel increased 92 percent in
nominal terms. Statewide, fuel spending has nearly doubled as a proportion of K-12
transportation spending. In FY 2005 fuel spending accounted for 8.8 percent of
transportation spending; by FY 2014 it had increased to 14.6 percent.

Reducing transportation spending may have
provided temporary savings but hindered
long-term efficiency and effectiveness
The relative stability of transportation spending statewide masks the considerable
variation in how each division’s spending changed. About half of Virginia divisions
(63 divisions) now spend less per student on transportation compared to 10 years
ago. Divisions that are spending less on transportation may have achieved temporary
efficiencies by lowering transportation costs without a significant decline in service.
Measures to reduce spending generally involved reducing the number of bus drivers,
reducing bus driver salaries, and keeping buses longer. However, many divisions have
reported that over the longer term this reduced spending has not been efficient and
reduced the quality of the transportation services.
Divisions report that staffing and compensation reductions may
hinder recruitment and retention of bus drivers
Nearly 70 percent of the $799 million spent on student transportation in FY 2014—
or $557 million—was for salaries and benefits for transportation staff. School divisions employed 17,476 FTE transportation staff statewide in FY 2014. Approximately 85 percent (15,000) are bus drivers.
To manage spending, divisions reduced transportation staffing levels, and salaries and
benefits. The average division reduced spending on salaries and benefits by 10 percent between FY 2009 and FY 2014 when accounting for changes to enrollment and
inflation. Nearly two-thirds of divisions reduced their numbers of bus drivers per
student. Divisions employed two percent fewer bus drivers, eight percent fewer administrative staff, and 22 percent fewer managers and analysts. Sixty-two percent of
divisions (65 divisions) responding to the JLARC survey reported eliminating or reducing salary increases, while half reported reducing health insurance or retirement
benefits. (See Appendix B for information about the JLARC survey.)
These decreases, according to divisions, have made it more difficult to recruit and
retain staff, particularly bus drivers. For half of the divisions interviewed, recruiting
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and retaining bus drivers was cited by staff as particularly difficult because of reductions to compensation. Staff of one division remarked, “We have to beg people to
drive a bus.”
Continued use of older buses may have negative long-term effect on
cost and reliability
Deferring the replacement of school buses was widely used to reduce student transportation spending after the recession of 2008-2009. Nearly 80 percent of divisions
responding to the survey (82 divisions) reported deferring the scheduled replacement
of buses between FY 2009 and FY 2014. Statewide spending on the purchase and
lease of new school buses declined substantially following the recession, though
spending has increased more recently. Between FY 2009 and FY 2012, spending on
new buses declined 29 percent, from $49.2 million to $34.9 million. Spending has
increased in more recent years, and at $48.5 million in FY 2014 was near the spending level a decade before.
Although keeping older buses on the road has helped divisions control spending in
the short term, it is likely increasing costs over the long term. Maintenance costs rise
because older buses are more likely to need repair, and replacement parts often cost
more and take more time to acquire. More than half of divisions reported that deferring bus replacements moderately or substantially increased projected long-term
transportation costs because they will need to buy more new buses in the future.
Using older buses also increases the likelihood that students are late for school. More
than 70 percent of divisions reported that deferring bus replacements had a moderate to substantial negative impact on their ability to provide prompt, reliable student
transportation. Division staff reported that older buses require more maintenance
and break down with greater frequency.
Deferring bus purchases has yet to measurably reduce student safety, though some
divisions are now driving buses older than what industry standards recommend.
Three-quarters of divisions reported deferring bus replacements has not yet reduced
transportation safety. Industry research states that school buses should be replaced at
least every 12 to 15 years. Among the 104 divisions responding to the survey, 16 percent of buses used for daily transportation are more than 15 years old. This equates
to at least 1,900 buses at these divisions that are older than 15 years and are at the
end of, or beyond, their recommended useful life.

Certain divisions could still achieve relatively
moderate improvements in transportation efficiency
Best practices are available to achieve increased short- and long-term efficiencies
without hindering effectiveness. Some divisions have not undertaken best practices
that have been proven to improve efficiency without increasing long-term costs, or
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hindering safety and dependability. Those divisions could achieve relatively modest,
but still measurable, improvements in transportation efficiency.
At least 20 divisions do not collect or use data to manage
transportation efficiency and effectiveness
Despite the value that performance measurement can provide, some divisions do not
routinely collect transportation data and use it to inform their decisions. In fact, 20
divisions responding to the survey reported not using any performance measures for
transportation management in the last three years. Within the K-12 transportation
sector, performance measures are widely recommended to help school divisions minimize transportation spending by setting goals, tracking progress, and comparing
their performance to similar divisions. Measures such as total transportation spending per rider and mile operated, the number of students per bus, and the number of
runs per bus per day can help divisions monitor transportation costs and identify
opportunities to reduce them.
There is currently no requirement for divisions to collect data about transportation
efficiency or use such data to inform decisions. Because K-12 transportation is a locally performed function, it may not be appropriate for the state to mandate collection and use of this performance data. Such data, though, can help school division
staff, school board members, and local government staff and officials make more
informed decisions. Some smaller divisions may have limited staff capacity to substantially increase the amount of transportation data they collect and analyze.
Most divisions have not maximized transportation technology
Making bus routes more efficient can reduce transportation spending by between
two and five percent, according to the results of school efficiency reviews. Despite
this potential savings, 40 divisions responding to the survey reported they did not use
bus routing software to review their routes in the last three years. Twenty-four divisions reported they did not change bus routes. Seventy-five reported that they did
not use GPS bus tracking to monitor driver performance. Just 15 divisions used all
three practices of routing software, changing routes, and GPS bus tracking since the
2008-2009 recession. Seventeen divisions did not use any of these practices during
that time period; however, some of these divisions may have used these practices
before the recession.
Over half of divisions indicated that using these practices lowered their student
transportation spending. Sixty-two divisions reported using routing software in the
past three years. Divisions also noted the trade-offs that can be associated with
changing bus routes. For example, although many divisions had success changing bus
routes, some changes required students to walk farther to a bus stop and spend more
time on the bus, both of which generated concern among parents.
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There is a relatively small potential for further reducing transportation spending by
using these efficiency practices. This is primarily because the 62 divisions that already
use bus routing software educate about 90 percent of the students among the divisions responding to the survey. Furthermore, some divisions that have not used routing software, changed their routes, or used GPS devices to track buses, may still have
routes that are already efficient.
The most commonly cited reason for not using bus routing software was the cost of
purchasing it and the annual subscription fees. Currently, school divisions must individually, or cooperatively with other divisions, negotiate with routing software vendors. The state may be able to secure a lower software purchase price by negotiating
a statewide contract with one or more vendors. The Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) should collaborate with the Virginia Information Technologies Agency
to assess the feasibility of developing a statewide contract for bus routing software.
RECOMMENDATION 4

The Virginia Information Technologies Agency, in cooperation with the Department
of Education, should assess the feasibility and potential savings of a statewide contract for school bus routing and monitoring software, and if feasible and likely to
produce savings, develop such a contract.
VDOE should help divisions improve transportation management
During interviews, several division staff reported relying primarily on trial and error,
“common sense,” or past experience in another division to decide whether and how
to improve transportation efficiency. Larger divisions and those with more resources
typically employ a transportation analyst or have more experienced staff than small
divisions and those with fewer resources. During interviews, division staff cited certain strategies, such as un-mirrored bus routing, that could benefit similar divisions in
some instances (sidebar).
As with facilities, there are opportunities for additional information sharing across
divisions. The General Assembly recently required the Department of Planning and
Budget to develop a list of best practices and common recommendations identified
in school efficiency reviews. To date, only about one-third of divisions have been
reviewed by the program. Nearly 400 recommendations—more than 11 percent of
all recommendations—made in efficiency reviews involve transportation. Common
types of transportation recommendations include using bus routing software to review and update routes, establishing a bus replacement plan, and developing policies
and procedures for bus maintenance. (See Appendix C for more information on the
extent to which divisions have implemented recommendations and achieved savings
from school efficiency reviews.)
Building a relatively small capability at the Virginia Department of Education would
be an efficient way to help divisions more effectively manage their transportation
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spending. Depending on how division needs evolve, VDOE’s capability could be further expanded as necessary over time. Divisions had 38 fewer transportation management and analyst positions in FY 2014 than in FY 2009. Smaller divisions likely
lacked sufficient facilities management and analyst staffing prior to FY 2009. Rather
than rebuilding this division capacity, it would be more efficient for VDOE to hire
up to three staff and leverage their expertise across divisions. Such an approach
would also be more effective because these staff could specialize in helping divisions
better measure transportation performance and improve bus routing, maintenance,
and replacement.
RECOMMENDATION 5

The Virginia Department of Education should provide transportation management
expertise to school divisions. The expertise should include guidance and information
sharing about transportation management best practices, such as performance measurement, improving bus routing, and bus maintenance and replacement.
RECOMMENDATION 6

The General Assembly may wish to consider appropriating funds for the Virginia
Department of Education to employ up to three additional staff to provide guidance
and assist school divisions in sharing information about transportation management
best practices.
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6

Role of Online Learning Programs
in Virginia

SUMMARY Online learning is a small but growing part of public K-12 education in Virginia. Online learning programs are provided by the state and most school divisions, primarily
as supplemental courses for high school students. Online learning increases access to educational opportunities for students and can be effective for students with strong motivation
and time-management skills. The cost of online learning programs is less than physical
schools, and cost varies widely depending on the type of program and several other factors. Because there is limited research on the effectiveness and cost of online learning programs in Virginia, the state should use a data-driven, incremental approach to expanding
access to fully online programs.

Online learning has some potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
K-12 education by reducing costs and providing access to a broader array of educational opportunities, including higher quality teachers and richer course content.
Online courses rely on Internet-related technology and digital course content to allow teachers to educate students who are separated by location and, often, time. A
wide variety of courses are provided online for K-12 students including English, foreign languages, health and physical education, mathematics, and Advanced Placement
courses. Courses are either synchronous, with a live video lesson with an instructor at
a specific time, or asynchronous, using recorded lectures, videos, or other online content. (See Appendix I for examples of K-12 online course content.) A student in an
online program may communicate with his or her teacher by email, phone, online
instant messaging, or in person. Online courses are commonly conducted through an
Internet-based program called a learning management system (LMS). In the LMS,
the student can read documents posted by the teacher, listen to lectures, interact with
other students on a discussion board, submit written work, take quizzes, and receive
tutoring from the instructor.
The amount of time online and the role of the parent or learning coach (see sidebar)
varies by grade level. Online learning programs for elementary school students, for
example, involve primarily offline learning supervised by a learning coach. In this
case, it is the learning coach who interacts with the LMS, following instructions from
the online teacher to guide the student through offline activities. In middle school,
the student may spend more time in the LMS and less time in offline activities, and
the learning coach takes a less active role. By high school, most of the student’s
learning happens through the LMS, and the learning coach is responsible for recording attendance and troubleshooting technology.
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Online learning is a small but growing part of K-12
education in Virginia
The online learning programs provided by states, school divisions, and private providers may be offered as supplemental or fully online programs. In supplemental
programs, a student is enrolled in one or more online courses but remains a student
in a physical school. Supplemental programs typically provide the LMS, course content, and teacher while the student’s physical school remains responsible for special
education services and student support services such as guidance counseling. In fully
online programs, the online school typically is the student’s school of record, responsible for all aspects of the student’s education, including special education,
counseling, and other student support services.
Most online students in Virginia are enrolled in supplemental online
programs
Multidivision online
providers
To be approved as a
multidivision online
provider by VDOE, an
online provider must be
accredited by one of six
approved agencies,
submit curriculum for
approval before offering
a course to students in
Virginia, and must use
teachers licensed to
teach in Virginia.
Multidivision online
providers may enroll
students from multiple
divisions in their online
learning programs.

In Virginia, both the state and most school divisions offer opportunities for online
learning. Some divisions offer online learning through multidivision online providers
(see sidebar) and others provide their own programs. The state’s supplemental online
program, Virtual Virginia, is available to all public high school students and some
middle school students. Virtual Virginia is provided through the Virginia Department
of Education (VDOE), and funded with general funds. In the 2013-14 school year,
Virtual Virginia offered more than 20 Advanced Placement courses, as well as foreign language, economics and personal finance, history, and mathematics courses.
WHRO, a public broadcasting station that benefits from a collaboration of 19 public
school divisions, supports the online infrastructure by providing the course content.
Virtual Virginia teachers are certified to teach in Virginia, though they may live in
other states.
In the 2013-14 school year, at least 93 divisions offered supplemental online learning
programs. More than 75 percent of divisions responding to the JLARC survey (see
Appendix B for more information about the survey) reported offering core courses
such as English, mathematics, science, and social studies, while less than half of divisions offer fine arts, foreign language, or health.
More than 90 school divisions reported offering supplemental online learning courses to high school students. Substantially fewer divisions offer online learning at the
elementary and middle school levels (Figure 6-1). School divisions and private online
learning providers offer a substantially smaller number of online learning courses for
K-5 because there is much less demand at these grade levels.
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FIGURE 6-1
Most divisions offer supplemental online learning to high school students

Source: JLARC survey of school divisions.
Note: A total of 98 divisions responded to the JLARC survey on online learning, of which 93 offer online learning
programs.

The number of online students in Virginia remains very small relative to the total
K-12 population. Among school divisions reporting their online enrollment, an average of three percent of a school division’s student population enrolled in at least one
online class provided through their division in the 2013-14 school year. Similarly, no
more than three percent of high school students statewide enrolled in at least one
class from Virtual Virginia that same year. This enrollment is comparable to other
states with state-supported online learning programs. Virginia is among the top 10
states for online enrollment among high school students in state-operated online
learning programs.
Enrollment in online learning programs in Virginia has increased in recent years. Enrollments in programs operated by private online providers have more than doubled
since the 2011-12 school year. The number of course enrollments in Virtual Virginia
increased by 27 percent between the 2012-13 and 2013-14 school years, from about
8,000 to about 11,000. Enrollments in Virtual Virginia are likely to continue to increase as all high school students (starting with incoming ninth graders in 2013-14)
are now required to complete one online course for graduation, and as Virtual Virginia expands to offer a full-time online virtual high school program.
Few students are enrolled in fully online programs in Virginia
Virginia currently does not have a publicly funded fully online school available
statewide to all students in grades K-12. Private providers can receive approval from
VDOE to operate as multidivision online learning providers, allowing them to enroll
students from multiple school divisions. However, providers must partner with a
school division to offer courses, and divisions can limit the number of students re-
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siding outside the division who can enroll in the online program. Through these
programs, students in certain grades may complete an entire year or more of school
online. However, no program provides a fully online option for grades K-12.
Nationwide, 31 states provide publicly funded fully online schools for K-12 students,
though some states have restrictions that limit enrollment under certain circumstances. (See Appendix J for more information about enrollment in other states.) The majority of states neighboring Virginia either do not offer publicly funded fully online
schools for K-12 students, or offer them with restrictions (Figure 6-2).
A small number of students in Virginia are enrolled solely in online courses.
Statewide, about four percent of online students were enrolled in fully online programs in the 2013-14 school year, which is less than one percent of the total state
K-12 population. Nationwide, no state has more than three percent of its K-12 population enrolled in a fully online school. (See Appendix J.)
Two recent initiatives seek to expand access to fully online learning programs in Virginia. The 2015 General Assembly passed HB 324 to create a statewide, fully online
school for students in grades K-12. Students enrolling in the online school would no
longer be enrolled in a physical school, and would receive all educational services
through the online school. A policy board would oversee the school, and private
providers approved by VDOE as multidivision online providers would provide all
educational services. An enactment clause requires the 2016 General Assembly to
reenact HB 324 (2015) before the school is created.
FIGURE 6-2
Few neighboring states offer publicly funded fully online schools for grades K-12

Source: Keeping Pace with K-12 Digital Learning, 2014.
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In June 2015, VDOE announced plans to begin a fully online high school program
as a 100-student pilot project for the 2015-16 school year. This program is part of
the Virtual Virginia program, and open only to high school students who enroll with
the approval of their high school’s guidance department. Students remain enrolled in
their physical school and receive their high school diploma from the physical school,
but take all their courses through the Virtual Virginia program. The students remain
part of the average daily membership count at their school of record; the physical
schools are still responsible for providing any student services such as counseling,
guidance, and special education, and no funding transfers from the physical school to
Virtual Virginia. For the 2015-16 school year, the fully online program will be funded
with existing VDOE funding.

Online learning programs increase educational
opportunities, but effectiveness varies
The state has a constitutional obligation to ensure that a high quality K-12 education
is provided to all students in Virginia. This requirement covers all public schools, including public online learning programs. Online learning programs through Virtual
Virginia and private online providers use public funds to offer online learning to Virginia students enrolled in public school.
Online learning programs increase the educational options available
to students
Online learning programs provide three primary benefits that, together, make a
broader array of educational options available to students. First, online learning better enables students to take the courses they need and want. Sixty-four percent (63
divisions) of divisions responding to the survey noted that online learning programs
reduced scheduling conflicts for students by allowing them to take courses at their
preferred times. For example, Virtual Virginia offers Advanced Placement courses
online, which can be especially helpful to students whose division offers these courses only once a day in their physical schools. A majority of divisions indicated that
online courses also increase student access to electives, such as Advanced Placement
and foreign languages courses, and very focused or advanced courses that attract
small numbers of students. Online learning programs are particularly beneficial for
students in divisions that lack the resources to provide a broad range of courses.
Students in these divisions have access to courses otherwise not available, and the
division avoids the cost of a teacher and physical classroom space.
Second, online learning programs may be beneficial for students who struggle academically in physical schools. About one quarter of divisions reported the potential
to improve graduation rates or credit recovery as a benefit of online learning programs. Divisions commented that online learning helped more students graduate,
even those who had failed classes or been suspended or expelled from their physical
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school. The literature similarly states that online learning can expand access to learning for students who need remedial help or additional time to complete a course.
Third, online coursework may be the only feasible educational setting for students
who are unable to attend physical school. Students who are homebound due to illness, are involved in intensive athletic or professional pursuits, are bullied, or have
behavioral or other issues, may not be able to attend physical schools. In the JLARC
survey, seven divisions noted that online learning allowed them to provide services to
students who have been suspended or expelled or are otherwise unable to attend
physical school. One private provider said online programs can be helpful for military families, allowing their children stay in one school program while families move
around.
Insufficient research to determine if online learning is more or less
effective than physical schools

Review of Academic
Spending and
Workload at Virginia’s
Public Higher
Education Institutions
(JLARC, 2013)
JLARC staff reported that
the literature on the
effectiveness of online
programs in higher
education has many
limitations, and that
research into online
learning is an emerging
field.

Research comparing the effectiveness of online and in-person instruction is limited
and inconclusive, both nationally and in Virginia. The U.S. Department of Education
found “few rigorous research studies on the effectiveness of online learning for
K-12 students.” Research on the effectiveness of online learning has primarily focused on its use in higher education (see sidebar). Most research does not control for
student characteristics, such as family income, race, disability status, or past academic
performance, when comparing online and in-person instruction. This makes it difficult to determine if the differences between online and in-person performance are
related to student characteristics or program characteristics.
Two recent studies, one of Florida Virtual School (FLVS) and one of online learning
in Kansas, suggest that online instruction might be as effective as in-person instruction. However, the studies could not determine whether differences in student
achievement between online and in-person instruction are related to characteristics
of the online student population, such as socioeconomic status, or the learning program itself. Additional research on the effectiveness of online learning programs
with a variety of student populations may help guide statewide fully online schools.
In Virginia, there has been little analysis of student achievement in online learning
programs, or how outcomes in online courses compare to physical, in-person courses. Both Virtual Virginia and private provider-run online learning programs report
the number of students enrolled and the number of students who completed or
passed their courses. However, demographic and other information on students is
maintained by the student’s local school division and neither Virtual Virginia nor the
private providers analyze this data.
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Success of online learning depends on student and program
characteristics
Although the research literature on online learning is still developing, school divisions cited two primary factors influencing a student’s success in online courses: motivation to learn and time management skills. In interviews with JLARC staff, private
online providers noted that students who lack motivation, discipline, or the ability to
self-pace tend to have difficulty with the online environment. The research literature
similarly highlights the importance of student motivation, time management, and
ability to set goals. Compared to students in physical schools, students in online
courses have more independence and less oversight when completing their coursework.
In Virginia, 64 percent of divisions responding to the survey said the greatest challenge with online learning programs was students not completing the course. Completion rates vary in online courses. In the 2013-14 school year, Virtual Virginia had
completion rates of 100 percent in some courses, and a low rate of 62 percent in
another. A learning coach or virtual teacher can answer questions and help students
with time management but cannot necessarily provide a sense of connection. Students who feel disconnected may stop coursework without dropping the course.
To help students be successful in online courses, educational experts and practitioners
recommend providing all online students a learning coach to monitor the student’s
progress, provide technical assistance, and act as an intermediary between the student
and teacher. Students with poor motivation or time management skills, or students
who struggle academically, may need more attention from the instructor or other instructional staff. Additionally, students who have poor time management skills or insufficient motivation may find it difficult to progress through the course. These students may benefit from a physical “drop-in” center where they can work with a tutor,
or from taking online courses at computer labs where teachers are available.

Cost of online learning programs is less than cost of
physical schools
Because online learning programs remain relatively new to K-12 education, information on the cost of these programs is scarce. Fully online schools are generally
operated by private vendors, and the cost to vendors of operating such schools has
not been widely examined by states or researchers. Some insight into the cost of fully
online schools can be gained from a review of the funding that states and school divisions provide for these programs.
The cost of online learning programs is less than physical schools. An industry research group representing online providers argues that funding for fully online
schools should be slightly less than funding for physical schools. In addition, the actual level of funding provided by other states for fully online schools suggests that
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the cost of fully online schools is less than physical schools. A majority of other
states with fully online schools fund these schools at approximately two-thirds of
funding provided for physical schools. States generally fund online learning programs
based on the cost of physical schools, rather than the cost to online learning providers of operating programs.
The cost to the state of online learning programs varies, depending primarily on the
overall level of service provided. Compared to supplemental online programs, the
cost of fully online schools is generally higher because these schools must provide
the full slate of educational services for students, including support services such as
guidance counselors, school psychologists, and services for special education students. (The 2014 General Assembly passed HB 1086, which required local school
boards to provide special education services for each student with a disability who
attends a fully online school in the school division but resides in another division in
Virginia.) Supplemental online programs generally provide the teacher, course content, and learning management system, but the student’s physical school continues to
provide support services. The cost of online learning programs varies depending on
a wide range of other factors, including the number of students enrolled with the
program, the student-teacher ratio, and teacher compensation levels.

State should continue cautious progress toward
fully online learning
Virtual Virginia’s inclusion of a fully online high school program and HB 324
(2015)—if reapproved by the 2016 General Assembly—will provide useful test cases
for whether and to what extent fully online virtual learning is sound education policy.
Given the minimal information about online learning’s cost and effectiveness, the
state can use the growth in fully online programs to better understand the students
who are likely to benefit from such programs and how they should be funded.
State should develop resources to assist with individual decisions
about fully online learning
Resources that allow students, parents, and guidance counselors to discuss the online
learning environment and set realistic expectations will help students determine if a
fully online school is a good fit. Many online higher education programs provide a
list of expectations for the online environment and encourage students to complete
a self-assessment about time management, problem solving, and technical capabilities, to help them decide whether to enroll in an online course.
Guidance counselors and parents of K-12 students can use these same tools when
considering the potential benefits and challenges of a fully online school. In Virginia,
three divisions active in online learning, and WHRO, which provides course content
for divisions and Virtual Virginia, provide an orientation for students enrolled in
online learning. The orientation is an opportunity for students and parents and guid-
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ance counselors to meet with program administrators to discuss online learning. In
one division, students can read a fact sheet titled, “What’s it like to be in an online
class” and complete a demonstration course before enrolling. Similarly, WHRO offers a short online qualifier course for students to try before enrolling in full-length
courses. These resources allow students to make informed decisions before enrolling
in a fully online school, and may reduce the number of students who drop out of or
fail to complete online learning programs.
As the state expands access to fully online learning programs, particularly if HB 324
(2015) is re-enacted by the 2016 General Assembly, VDOE should ensure that parents of students who are interested in any state-administered fully online learning
program have access to the same, or similar, resources to help decide whether their
child is a good candidate for a fully online school.
RECOMMENDATION 7

The Virginia Department of Education should collaborate with the board and/or
staff for any statewide fully online school created in Virginia to develop (or obtain)
and distribute informational materials that help families and guidance counselors to
make informed decisions about enrolling children in fully online schools.
State should develop a methodology to better estimate the cost of
fully online learning
As the state expands access to fully online learning programs, it should develop a
methodology for estimating the per-student cost of operating these programs. Without such a methodology, there is substantial risk that funding for a statewide fully
online school would be too high, costing the state more than necessary, or too low,
limiting the ability of private providers to offer the educational services students
need to succeed in an online setting. Physical schools receive state funding through
the Standards of Quality (SOQ) formula, which is based on the cost of meeting the
SOQs. Under HB 324, the funding method for a fully online school is based on the
costs of physical schools rather than the actual costs to private providers. However,
the services and costs of online learning programs differ from those of physical
schools. For example, online learning programs do not require large facilities or robust transportation programs.
In developing a methodology for estimating the cost of fully online learning programs, VDOE staff should
•

develop cost estimates for different tiers of service levels for different student populations, including students with disabilities or living in poverty;

•

collaborate with the board and staff of all publicly funded statewide fully
online schools that are created in Virginia;
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•

work with private online providers to estimate their costs of operating fully online programs; and

•

include a process for periodically re-benchmarking the methodology to reflect changes in the cost of programs due to inflation.

VDOE would likely need one-time, additional funding for a single fiscal year to develop a methodology for estimating the cost of fully online programs.
RECOMMENDATION 8

The Virginia Department of Education should develop a methodology for estimating the cost of fully online learning programs.
State should conduct ongoing analysis of student outcomes in online
programs compared to physical schools
As the state expands into fully online virtual schools, the state should routinely evaluate the student achievement of online students compared to students in physical
schools, controlling for student characteristics that can influence achievement outcomes. Because so little analysis has been done, it is not clear which types of students in fully online programs perform as well as or better than in physical schools,
which types of students perform worse than in physical schools, and how additional
support services could improve the performance of these students. To minimize the
risk of funding programs that do not support learning as well as physical schools, the
state should use the information gained by expanding into fully online learning to
better understand which types of students can perform equally well or better in a
fully online school.
To facilitate a meaningful comparison of student outcomes in online and physical
schools over time, VDOE should use its data on the past academic performance of
students and their characteristics, such as disability and limited English proficiency
status, eligibility for free or reduced price lunch programs, race, and gender.
In using this information to compare the achievement of online students with students in physical schools, VDOE should conduct at least three types of analysis of
students enrolling in fully online Virtual Virginia courses. The department should
examine
•

whether certain types of students perform better or worse in an online setting,

•

whether online students perform better or worse in certain types of courses, and

•

whether additional support services for lower performing online students
improves their performance.
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VDOE could measure student achievement using a wide range of measures, including
scores on SOL and college aptitude tests as well as high school graduation rates. In
conducting this analysis, VDOE should control for student characteristics such as disability, LEP status, race, and gender, so that useful comparisons can be developed over
time.
RECOMMENDATION 9

The Virginia Department of Education should annually compare the achievement of
students enrolled in Virtual Virginia courses to students of the same characteristics
in physical schools, and report these findings to the Board of Education annually.
VDOE should ensure that enrollment in the fully online program of Virtual Virginia
is available to students at higher and lower levels of academic achievement. By limiting enrollment to higher performing students, the state would lose the opportunity
to better understand how fully online programs can be designed to support learning
for students who lack motivation, time-management skills, or experience with academic success. As noted above, these students may benefit from a physical “drop-in”
center where they can receive in-person tutoring or take an online course with a
physical teacher present. Limiting enrollment to higher performing students would
also make it more difficult to compare the achievement of online students with students in physical schools. VDOE should make it clear to guidance counselors in
school divisions that students should not be screened out of the fully online program solely due to poor academic performance. If there are more interested students
than available spaces in the fully online program, VDOE should use a lottery to randomly select students for the program.
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2013 Study Mandate
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 328
Directing the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to study the efficiency and effectiveness
of elementary and secondary school spending in Virginia.
Agreed to by the Senate, February 19, 2013
Agreed to by the House of Delegates, February 15, 2013
WHEREAS, the Commonwealth should express a strong commitment to all students who attend
public schools in our Commonwealth in order to ensure that they receive an educational opportunity
of high quality and a program that is continually maintained; and
WHEREAS, if Virginia is to continue offering a promising future, students must have a meaningful
opportunity to learn the knowledge and skills necessary to meet the Standards of Learning objectives, to attend a fully accredited school, to graduate with at least a standard diploma, and to be ready
for college and careers in this knowledge-based global economy; and
WHEREAS, the Constitution of Virginia states: “The General Assembly shall provide for a system
of free public elementary and secondary schools for all children of school age throughout the
Commonwealth, and shall seek to ensure that an educational program of high quality is established
and continually maintained”; and
WHEREAS, the Constitution of Virginia also states: “The General Assembly shall determine the
manner in which funds are to be provided for the cost of maintaining an educational program meeting the prescribed standards of quality, and shall provide for the apportionment of the cost of such
program between the Commonwealth and the local units of government comprising such school
divisions”; and
WHEREAS, our schools are meeting the challenges of revised graduation requirements, more rigorous Standards of Learning tests, and increased accreditation requirements; and
WHEREAS, many revisions to the Standards of Quality funding formula have been made by the
General Assembly since the 2001 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission study; and
WHEREAS, since 2005, Virginia has conducted School Efficiency Reviews to identify savings
through best practices and operational improvements that could be used in the classroom to more
directly benefit Virginia’s children; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, That the Joint Legislative Audit
and Review Commission be directed to study the efficiency and effectiveness of elementary and
secondary school spending in Virginia. The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall (i)
study the efficiency and effectiveness of elementary and secondary school spending in Virginia, including evaluating the findings from School Efficiency Reviews and assessing the extent to which
recommendations have been implemented; (ii) compare to other states how and to what extent Vir-
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ginia funds elementary and secondary education; and (iii) identify opportunities to improve the
quality of education students receive in consideration of the funds spent.
Technical assistance shall be provided to the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission by the
Department of Education. All agencies of the Commonwealth shall provide assistance to the Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission for this study, upon request.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall complete its meetings for the first year by
November 30, 2014, and for the second year by November 30, 2015, and the Chairman shall submit
to the Division of Legislative Automated Systems an executive summary of its findings and recommendations no later than the first day of the next Regular Session of the General Assembly for each
year. Each executive summary shall state whether the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission intends to submit to the General Assembly and the Governor a report of its findings and recommendations for publication as a House or Senate document. The executive summaries and reports shall be submitted as provided in the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated
Systems for the processing of legislative documents and reports and shall be posted on the General
Assembly’s website.

2014 Study Mandate
2014 Special Session I
Virginia Acts of Assembly
Chapter 3
Approved November 14, 2014
Item #30 G. 1. As a component of the review for efficiency and effectiveness of public education
spending in Virginia, pursuant to Senate Joint Resolution 328 from the 2013 Session of the General
Assembly, JLARC shall examine and include virtual instruction. The review of virtual instruction
and spending may include, but not be limited to, (i) virtual options used in Virginia and other states
and the rate of growth of the virtual school populations; (ii) the cost of virtual K-12 schooling for
part-time and full-time enrollments, particularly in relation to the cost of conventional ‘brick-andmortar’ education; and, (iii) the effectiveness of virtual schooling in terms of student academic
achievement outcomes on assessment tests and course completion or graduation rates.
2. The Department of Education and local school divisions shall cooperate as requested by JLARC.
All agencies of the Commonwealth shall provide assistance for this study, upon request.
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Appendix B: Research Activities and Methods
JLARC staff conducted the following primary research activities:
•

quantitative analysis of school division spending, staffing, and enrollment changes from
FY 2005 to FY 2014;

•

survey of school division staff regarding spending and operations for instruction, facilities, transportation, and online learning programs;

•

structured phone interviews with staff at school divisions, state agencies, and online learning providers, education experts, and K-12 education stakeholders in Virginia; and

•

review of research literature and documents.

Quantitative analysis
JLARC staff analyzed data from a variety of sources to assess changes in K-12 division spending
over time. To compare Virginia to other states, JLARC staff accessed staffing data from the National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Other states spending data came from the US Census bureau, specifically from Public Elementary–Secondary Education Finance Database. Student performance data is based on graduation rates, Advanced Placement (AP) test performance, and scores on
the National Assessment of Education Progress. In addition, JLARC staff collected data on Virginia
spending and achievement from VDOE and the Annual School Report Financial Section (ASRFIN).
Furthermore, VDOE provided information on online learning programs, including data from the
parent satisfaction survey, enrollment and student performance in Virtual Virginia, and enrollment
in multidivision online providers as reported in the Board of Education annual report.
K-12 spending, staffing, funding, and student achievement in Virginia compared to other
states (Chapter 1)

JLARC staff used two national data sources to compare K-12 spending, staffing, and funding in
Virginia to other states nationally and regionally. First, staff used data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Public Elementary–Secondary Education Finance Database to compare spending and funding levels
in Virginia with other states. Second, staff used data from the Elementary/Secondary Information
System managed by NCES to compare K-12 staffing levels in Virginia and other states.
JLARC staff used three data sources to compare student achievement in Virginia and other states:
•

the National Assessment for Educational Progress from NCES,

•

the U.S. Department of Education’s Public High School 4-year adjusted cohort graduation
rate, and

•

the College Board’s Advanced Placement data.

All national and regional comparisons were based on data from FY 2013, the most recent year for
which data was available.
To compare Virginia to other states in the region, JLARC staff used the Southern Regional Education Board, which consists of 16 states in the mid-Atlantic and southeastern regions: Alabama, Ar-
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kansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia.
Virginia school division revenue analysis (Chapter 1)

JLARC staff used ASRFIN data from FY 2005 to FY 2014 to examine revenue sources for Virginia
school divisions. Revenue is reported for Federal, state, and local sources. Total revenue from each
source and the percentage of revenue from each source was calculated for each year. The percentage
of revenue from each source was compared across years to examine how the mix of revenue
streams have changed over time.
Virginia K-12 spending, staffing, and student demographic analysis (Chapters 1-5)

To analyze changes in school division spending and staffing over the last decade, JLARC staff used
ASRFIN data from VDOE. Staff analyzed total spending and staffing levels statewide and by division from FY 2005 through FY 2014, the most recent year for which data was available. Staff also
conducted a more in-depth analysis of spending and staffing in three spending categories: (i) instruction, (ii) student transportation, and (iii) facilities operations, maintenance, construction, and
renovation. Together, these three spending categories comprise nearly 90 percent of total spending
by school divisions. Within these categories, JLARC staff analyzed spending data for salaries and
benefits, purchased services, and materials and supplies such as computers, textbooks, and parts for
facilities and school buses.
To determine statewide spending and staffing levels, JLARC staff calculated the median across the
132 school divisions. Using the median gave equal weight to each division, providing a more accurate
measure of statewide spending and staffing levels across divisions of widely varying size. This
method was preferred to calculating a weighted average, which would have weighted divisions based
on their enrollment and given larger divisions such as Fairfax County more influence over the calculation.
JLARC staff analyzed spending and staffing levels on an inflation-adjusted, per-student basis. Staff
adjusted spending data for inflation to control for changes in the purchasing power of expenditures
over time. Staff used a price deflator from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis developed specifically for expenditures and investments by government. The January 1 implicit price deflator was
used for each fiscal year. JLARC staff analyzed spending and staffing levels on a per-student basis to
control for differences in enrollment over time and across divisions. In analyzing staffing data,
JLARC staff used the descriptions of staffing categories in the ASRFIN data and feedback from
VDOE staff to accurately identify staffing categories. For example, using this approach, “vehicle
operators” in the student transportation functional area were identified as “bus drivers”.
To assess changes in Virginia’s K-12 student population over the last decade, JLARC staff analyzed
school division enrollment data from VDOE for school years 2004-05 through 2014-15. For each
year, staff calculated the percentage of enrolled students living in poverty and the percentage with
limited English proficiency in each school division. (VDOE data did not indicate the number of
students in more than one of these categories.) The number of students living in poverty is reported
by divisions based on the number of students qualifying for free or reduced price lunch through the
National School Lunch Program.
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Teacher salary and instructional spending analysis (Chapter 3 and Appendix G)

JLARC staff used salary data from the Virginia Retirement System (VRS) and teacher licensure data
from VDOE to examine annual salaries for classroom teachers and changes in salary levels over
time. VRS data included salary data and years of experience for all teachers who were active members of VRS in 2014. VDOE licensure data provided licensure and education level of all teachers
licensed with the state. The two datasets were combined to examine the salaries of classroom teachers, focusing on classroom “teachers of record”; that is, teachers responsible for instructional content and grading.
JLARC staff analyzed factors that correlate with instructional spending levels. Based on this analysis,
staff created peer groups of similar divisions based on the two factors that most highly correlate
with divisions’ instructional spending: a locality’s average income, from the Bureau of Labor Statistic’s National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates database; and a locality’s population
density, from the Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service. These peer groups were then used to
better understand how divisions differed in their instructional spending and staffing levels.
Other transportation and facilities data (Chapters 4-5)

To supplement analysis of ASRFIN spending and staffing data, JLARC staff analyzed VDOE data
on K-12 facilities and student transportation operations. Staff used the School Building Inventory to
determine the number of school facilities by division and the age of those facilities. Staff used the
Transportation Finance Summary from VDOE to analyze bus ridership rates, number of buses, total bus mileage, and number of special needs students receiving transportation for each division.
Online learning (Chapter 6)

JLARC staff analyzed data from VDOE, including student enrollment and performance in Virtual
Virginia, VDOE’s parent satisfaction survey for parents of online learning students, and Virginia
Board of Education annual reports containing enrollment information from multidivision online
providers. With the Virtual Virginia data, JLARC staff determined the pass rates for students enrolled in Virtual Virginia programs since 2011. JLARC staff also determined the change in enrollment in Virtual Virginia and private provider programs since 2011 and 2012, respectively.
Survey of school divisions
JLARC staff surveyed division-level staff in Virginia’s 132 school divisions to gain further insight into
the efficiency and effectiveness of K-12 spending. The survey addressed four areas of school division
spending: instruction, facilities, student transportation, and online learning. The instruction, facilities,
and transportation sections of the survey asked divisions about approaches used to reduce spending in
response to a decline in total funding after the 2008-2009 recession, and the impact of spending reductions on instructional and non-instructional services. Divisions were also asked about their use of recommended practices for minimizing the cost of services without adversely affecting quality.
The online learning section of the survey asked school divisions to provide information about any
online learning programs they offer, including the grades and subjects in which online courses are
available, and the number of students enrolled in online learning programs during the 2013-14
school year. Finally, the survey asked divisions about the benefits and challenges of online learning
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programs, including the factors that most influence student achievement in online courses, and the
potential for online programs to support learning and reduce the cost of K-12 education.
A total of 90 school divisions completed all four sections of the survey for a 68 percent response
rate (Table B-1). An additional 19 divisions completed at least one section of the survey, which
means that 82 percent of divisions completed at least one survey section. Response rates for individual sections ranged from 75 to 80 percent.
TABLE B-1
Response rates for JLARC staff survey sections
Survey section

# of divisions responding

% of divisions responding

Student transportation

105

79.5

Instruction

104

78.8

Facilities

100

75.8

Online learning

99

75.0

All sections

90

68.0

Structured interviews
Structured interviews were a key research method used by JLARC staff in conducting research for
this report. Staff conducted structured interviews with school divisions, state agency staff, K-12 education stakeholders and experts, and online learning providers in Virginia, and other states with
online learning programs. In total, JLARC staff conducted more than 50 structured interviews
throughout the project.
Structured interviews of staff in Virginia’s public school divisions

JLARC staff conducted structured phone interviews with division-level staff in 27 Virginia school
divisions (Exhibit B-1). Interviews with school divisions were used for four primary purposes:
•

gather background information on K-12 spending and operations, including to help guide
survey questions

•

examine the factors influencing spending on instruction, facilities, and transportation, including why some divisions spend more or less than others

•

better understand how changes in spending since the 2008-09 recession have impacted the
efficiency and effectiveness of K-12 spending

•

identify practices school divisions are using to improve the efficiency of their expenditures

More broadly, these interviews allowed JLARC staff to collect qualitative information and opinions
from school divisions to supplement quantitative analysis and survey results.
To ensure a range of perspectives from school divisions, JLARC staff selected divisions with varying
spending and enrollment levels and from differing geographic regions.
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Exhibit B-1
School divisions interviewed by JLARC staff

Albemarle
Appomattox
Arlington
Bristol
Brunswick
Campbell
Caroline

Charlottesville
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Culpepper
Fairfax
Goochland
Hampton

Henrico
Loudoun
Lynchburg
Mecklenburg
Newport News
Norfolk
Montgomery

Orange
Poquoson
Prince William
Richmond City
Russell
Virginia Beach
Westmoreland

Structured interviews of state agency staff

JLARC staff conducted structured interviews with four state agencies. VDOE staff were interviewed
on a range of topics, including trends in K-12 spending over the last decade, online learning programs
in Virginia, and the availability of various types of data. JLARC staff interviewed staff with the Virginia Department of Planning and Budget (DPB) to better understand the school efficiency review program and identify opportunities for improving the efficiency of divisions. Finally, JLARC staff interviewed staff with the Virginia Department of Human Resource Management regarding the option of
allowing school division employees to participate in the state employee health plan.
Structured interviews of K-12 education stakeholders and experts

To better understand the perspectives of school divisions, JLARC staff interviewed the following K12 education stakeholders:
•

Virginia Municipal League,

•

Virginia Association of Counties,

•

Virginia Association of School Superintendents,

•

Virginia Education Association,

•

Virginia School Board Association, and

•

Virginia Public Education Coalition.

JLARC staff interviewed staff from the Commonwealth Educational Policy Institute through Virginia Commonwealth University to explore alternative methods of evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of K-12 spending. In addition, JLARC staff interviewed an academic researcher in K-12
online learning to better understand trends in K-12 online learning and the state of the research literature on online learning programs.
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Structured interviews of online learning providers and other state staff

JLARC staff also conducted phone interviews with six online learning providers in Virginia. Staff
used these interviews to better understand
•

the educational services provided through online learning programs,

•

the cost of operating these programs,

•

the factors influencing student achievement in online courses, and

•

the benefits and challenges of online learning for K-12 students.

JLARC staff also conducted interviews with staff at Florida Virtual School (FLVS) and the State
Charter School Commission of Georgia. FLVS was selected because it is one of the largest and oldest state-run online learning programs in the U.S. These interviews were conducted to obtain information on state funding methods for online learning programs, support systems in place for students, the effectiveness of online learning programs compared to in-person schools, and the use of
orientation and evaluation programs for students. Georgia was selected to better understand its
funding model, and to gain further insight into the state costs of online learning programs.
Review of research literature and documents
Throughout the study, JLARC staff conducted extensive reviews of the research literature. Staff reviewed the literature to identify cost-effective instructional strategies. Topics addressed in this review
included the effects of teacher experience and teacher certification level, the impact of class size on
student achievement, the use of pay and bonuses to improve teacher recruitment and retention, and
strategies for improving teacher quality. JLARC staff also reviewed the research literature to identify
recommended practices for efficient facilities and transportation operations.
JLARC staff reviewed the research literature on various aspects of online learning programs. Because peer-reviewed literature on online learning for K-12 students is relatively limited, staff included state-based reviews and industry-supported research in its review. The literature review covered a
variety of K-12 online learning topics, including the effectiveness of online programs, the benefits
and challenges of online learning, trends in the field, and the cost of online learning programs compared to physical schools.
JLARC staff reviewed findings and recommendations from the 41 school efficiency reviews provided by DPB staff. JLARC staff looked at the guidance and oversight DPB provided to the consultants, and compared the results of the SERs across all 41 divisions to determine any trends. In addition, JLARC staff conducted a savings analysis based on annual savings and five year savings data
provided by DPB.
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Appendix C: Virginia School Efficiency Reviews
Forty-three school divisions, or slightly less than one-third of divisions, have completed school efficiency reviews since the School Efficiency Review Program was created in 2004 (Figure C-1). Most
of these divisions are in Northern Virginia, Central Virginia, and Hampton Roads. The 43 divisions
represent almost 60 percent of Virginia’s K-12 students, and include six of the 10 largest divisions in
the state. A more limited number of divisions in Southwest Virginia, Southside Virginia, and the
Shenandoah area have completed reviews.
FIGURE C-1
School divisions completing school efficiency reviews
Completed a school efficiency review
Has not completed a school
efficiency review

Source: JLARC staff analysis of information from the Virginia Department of Planning and Budget.

A total of 3,377 recommendations have been made to improve the efficiency of school divisions
through school efficiency reviews. More than half of the recommendations have been in the areas
of financial management, division administration, education service delivery, and human resources
(Table C-1). Slightly smaller numbers of recommendations have been in technology management
and food services.
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TABLE C-1
Recommendations made through school efficiency reviews
Number of
recommendations

Percent of total
recommendations

Category

Description of category

Financial management

Planning and budgeting, financial
performance, contracting process

619

18.3%

Educational service delivery

School administration, curriculum
management, special programming

494

14.6

Division administration

Division management, planning,
evaluation

435

12.9

Human resources

Recruitment, hiring, retention, staff
development, compensation system

426

12.6

Transportation

Routing, scheduling, training safety, vehicle
maintenance and replacement

386

11.4

Facilities

Maintenance and custodial operations,
energy management

367

10.9

Technology management

Technology infrastructure, inventory,
support, policies and procedures

326

9.7

Food services

Management and operations, purchasing,
warehousing, contracting

281

8.3

Shared Services

Service delivery shared with local
government or other school divisions

43

1.3

3,377

100%

Total

Source: JLARC staff analysis of information collected from Department of Planning and Budget.
Note: Most categories also include a review of organization and staffing. Purchasing, and special education services were separate categories but are now a part of the other categories listed.

According to staff with the Virginia Department of Planning and Budget (DPB), recommendations
in educational service delivery, facilities, and food service account for nearly all of the average annual
savings school divisions will realize from school efficiency reviews (Table C-2). DPB staff report
that, with the exception of shared services, more than 85 percent of recommendations in each category have been or are being implemented.
While recommendations from school efficiency reviews are designed to improve the long-term efficiency of school divisions, many recommendations require additional spending in the short term.
Recommendations implemented or being implemented in the areas of human resources, transportation, and technology management carry one-time or annual costs that exceed estimated annual savings (Table C-2). These recommendations represent an annual average cost of $2.6 million. A common example of a recommendation that improves long-term efficiency but increases short-term
spending is establishing a bus replacement plan. There will likely be staffing costs to developing the
plan, but the plan can improve long-term efficiency by ensuring that buses are replaced at the end of
their useful life.
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TABLE C-2
Estimated savings and implementation rate for recommendations made through school
efficiency reviews

Category
Educational service delivery
Facilities

Estimated savings from
implemented recommendations
($ millions)
$17.8

Percent of recommendations
implemented
96%

12.7

91

Food service

8.8

92

Financial management

3.9

92

Special education

0.670

9

Shared services

0.539

50

Divisional administration

0.203

90

Purchasing

0.124

94

Human resources

−1.7

93

Transportation

−2.6

86

Technology management

−2.9

94

Total

$37.6

--

Source: JLARC staff analysis of information collected from Department of Planning and Budget.
Note: Implemented recommendations are complete, or in the process of being completed. Estimated savings may not add due to
rounding.
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Appendix D: Virginia K-12 Education Compared to Other States
This appendix provides information on how Virginia compares to other states in spending, staffing,
and student achievement in K-12 education. Virginia’s total K-12 spending per student is near the
middle of other states nationally (Table D-1). Many of the states that spend more than Virginia are
located in the Northeast region of the U.S. Virginia ranks fourth regionally for total K-12 spending
per student. Only Delaware, Maryland, and West Virginia spend more than Virginia in the MidAtlantic and Southeast region.
TABLE D-1
Total K-12 spending per student in Virginia compared to other states (FY 2013)
Total spending
per student

State
New York

National
rank

$19,818

1

Alaska

18,175

2

District of Columbia

17,953

3

New Jersey

17,572

4

Connecticut

16,631

5

Vermont

16,377

6

Wyoming

15,700

7

Massachusetts

14,515

8

Rhode Island

14,415

9

Pennsylvania

13,864

10

Delaware

13,833

11

Maryland

13,829

12

New Hampshire

13,721

13

Illinois

12,288

14

Maine

12,147

15

North Dakota

11,980

16

Hawaii

11,823

17

Nebraska

11,579

18

Ohio

11,197

19

West Virginia

11,132

20

Minnesota

11,089

21

Wisconsin

11,071

22

Virginia

10,960

23

Michigan

10,948

24

Montana

10,625

25

Louisiana

10,490

26

Iowa

10,313

27

Kansas

9,828

28

Washington

9,672

29
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Total spending
per student

State

National
rank

Missouri

9,597

30

Indiana

9,566

31

Oregon

9,543

32

South Carolina

9,514

33

Arkansas

9,394

34

Kentucky

9,316

35

California

9,220

36

Georgia

9,099

37

New Mexico

9,012

38

Alabama

8,755

39

Colorado

8,647

40

South Dakota

8,470

41

Florida

8,433

42

North Carolina

8,390

43

Nevada

8,339

44

Texas

8,299

45

Tennessee

8,208

46

Mississippi

8,130

47

Oklahoma

7,672

48

Arizona

7,208

49

Idaho

6,791

50

Utah

6,555

51

Source: JLARC staff analysis of U.S. Census data.
Note: Operational spending only.

In FY 2013, Virginia ranked near the middle of other states nationally in per-student spending for
instructional and student support services (Table D-2). Regionally, Virginia’s per-student spending
on instructional and student support services ranked near the top. Virginia ranked near the top, nationally and regionally, in per-student spending on staff support services.
TABLE D-2
Instructional and support services spending in Virginia compared to other states (FY 2013)
National rank

Regional rank
(of 16 states)

Instructional spending per student

20

3

Student support services spending per student

27

6

Staff support services spending per student

9

3

Spending category

Source: JLARC staff analysis of U.S. Census data.
Note: Higher ranking for spending indicates higher dollar amount per student. National rankings include Washington D.C. Regional
rankings based on states in the Southern Regional Education Board.
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TABLE D-3
Instructional staffing in Virginia compared to other states (FY 2013)
National rank
16
29

Regional rank
(of 16 states)
3
10

31

10

Students per teacher (grades 8-12)

5

2

Students per instructional aide

30

6

Students per student support services staff

40

14

Teachers per administrator

43

16

Teachers per instructional coordinator

30

10

Staffing category
Students per teacher (all grades)
Students per teacher (kindergarten)
Students per teacher (grades 1-7)

Source: JLARC staff analysis of National Center for Education Statistics data.
Note: Higher ranking indicates fewer students or teachers for the given staffing category. For example, the state ranked first for students
per teacher (all grades) has 11.6 students per teacher, and the state ranked 50th has 25.4 students per teacher. National rankings include
Washington D.C. Regional rankings based on states in the Southern Regional Education Board.

Virginia has more K-12 teachers on a per-student basis compared to most other states nationally
and regionally. Virginia has the 30th highest number of instructional aides on a per-student basis.
For student support services staff, Virginia ranks lower than most other states nationally and regionally (Table D-3).
Virginia’s students consistently score above the nationwide average in math and reading on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). Since 2003, Virginia’s 4th grade students have
averaged three points higher than students in other states in math, and five points higher in reading
(Figure D-1). Virginia’s 8th grade students outscore counterparts in other states by five points in
mathematics and three points in reading. Virginia’s students also consistently outscore students in
other states in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region.
FIGURE D-1
Math and reading NAEP scores in Virginia compared to the national average (2003-2013)
Grade 4

Grade 8
288
246

239

282

284

242

Mathematics

277

236

229

268

223

266

223

Reading

262

219
2003

2013

Virginia

268

2003

National Average

Source: JLARC staff analysis of National Assessment of Educational Progress data.
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Appendix E: Change in Spending by School Divisions
This appendix provides the percentage change in total per-student operational spending by school
divisions since FY 2005 and FY 2009. All spending figures are adjusted for inflation. Of the 128 divisions for which useful data is available, 108 spent less on K-12 operations in FY 2014 compared to
FY 2005. These 108 divisions tended to be larger, accounting for 94 percent of students statewide
and including 19 of the 20 largest divisions.
All but four divisions spent less in FY 2014 compared to FY 2009, when K-12 spending peaked before the recession of 2008-2009. Over 99 percent of students are in divisions that decreased spending per student over this time period. Overall, the median reduction in per-student operational
spending by divisions was 7.1 percent between FY 2005 and FY 2014, and 12.5 percent between FY
2009 and FY 2014.
TABLE E-1
Change in per-student operational spending by school divisions
Division

FY 2005

FY 2009

FY 2014

% change
(FY 05-14)

% change
(FY 09-14)

Accomack

$11,900

$11,382

$9,873

−17.0%

−13.3%

Albemarle

$13,462

$13,848

$12,767

−5.2%

−7.8%

Alexandria

$20,356

$20,323

$17,622

−13.4%

−13.3%

Alleghany

$11,283

$11,793

$10,896

−3.4%

−7.6%

Amelia
Amherst
Appomattox
Arlington

$9,887

$10,584

$9,730

−1.6%

−8.1%

$10,062

$11,165

$10,292

2.3%

−7.8%

$9,763

$10,764

$8,635

−11.6%

−19.8%

$21,191

$22,214

$18,736

−11.6%

−15.7%

−8.3%

−15.8%

$9,855

$10,727

$9,034

$15,407

$15,050

$16,411

6.5%

9.0%

$9,996

$9,890

$9,137

−8.6%

−7.6%

Bland

$10,860

$10,508

$10,454

−3.7%

−0.5%

Botetourt

$10,525

$11,281

$10,446

−0.8%

−7.4%

Bristol

$11,404

$11,173

$10,139

−11.1%

−9.3%

Brunswick

$12,730

$12,854

$10,793

−15.2%

−16.0%

Buchanan

$11,809

$12,655

$10,910

−7.6%

−13.8%

Buckingham

$11,433

$12,567

$10,140

−11.3%

−19.3%

Buena Vista

Augusta
Bath
Bedford

$10,659

$11,211

$9,624

−9.7%

−14.2%

Campbell

$9,661

$10,276

$8,733

−9.6%

−15.0%

Caroline

$10,192

$10,573

$9,000

−11.7%

−14.9%

Carroll

$10,581

$11,239

$10,159

−4.0%

−9.6%

Charles City

$16,519

$14,919

$12,919

−21.8%

−13.4%

Charlotte

$10,422

$11,691

$10,975

5.3%

−6.1%

Charlottesville

$15,655

$17,568

$14,407

−8.0%

−18.0%

Chesapeake

$10,815

$12,206

$10,618

−1.8%

−13.0%
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Division
Chesterfield
Clarke
Colonial Beach

FY 2005

FY 2009

FY 2014

% change
(FY 05-14)

% change
(FY 09-14)

$9,571

$10,603

$8,958

−6.4%

−15.5%

$10,754

$10,615

$10,456

−2.8%

−1.5%

$13,060

$11,585

--

$13,217

$12,617

4.4%

−4.5%
−20.1%

--

−11.3%

Colonial Heights

$12,081

Covington

$14,092

$13,821

$11,045

−21.6%

Craig

$10,927

$11,047

$10,306

−5.7%

−6.7%

Culpeper

$10,062

$10,800

$9,199

−8.6%

−14.8%

Cumberland

$12,026

$12,190

$10,263

−14.7%

−15.8%

Danville

$10,698

$12,022

$10,238

−4.3%

−14.8%

Dickenson

$10,997

$12,138

$10,484

−4.7%

−13.6%

Dinwiddie

$10,607

$10,835

$9,518

−10.3%

−12.2%

Essex

$11,033

$11,700

$10,157

−7.9%

−13.2%

Fairfax

$14,557

$14,901

$13,931

−4.3%

−6.5%

Falls Church

$19,696

$20,879

$17,016

−13.6%

−18.5%

Fauquier

$11,841

$12,540

$11,898

0.5%

−5.1%

Floyd

$10,186

$10,550

$9,670

−5.1%

−8.3%

$9,785

$11,345

$9,229

−5.7%

−18.7%

Franklin City

$10,477

$11,309

$10,158

−3.0%

−10.2%

Franklin County

$12,975

$14,190

$12,599

−2.9%

−11.2%

Frederick

$11,037

$11,341

$10,487

−5.0%

−7.5%

Fredericksburg

$12,957

$14,418

$12,593

−2.8%

−12.7%
−6.1%

Fluvanna

Galax

$9,896

$10,591

$9,943

0.5%

Giles

$9,910

$10,442

$9,523

−3.9%

−8.8%

Gloucester

$10,660

$11,198

$9,712

−8.9%

−13.3%

Goochland

$11,306

$12,463

$11,022

−2.5%

−11.6%

Grayson

$10,939

$12,458

$11,997

9.7%

−3.7%

Greene

$11,077

$11,317

$9,514

−14.1%

−15.9%

--

$11,849

$9,755

--

−17.7%

Halifax

$11,666

$12,007

$9,817

−15.9%

−18.2%

Hampton

$10,926

$12,006

$10,193

−6.7%

−15.1%

Greensville

$9,600

$10,758

$8,981

−6.4%

−16.5%

$12,513

$14,684

$11,459

−8.4%

−22.0%

$9,754

$10,336

$8,879

−9.0%

−14.1%

Henry

$10,223

$11,014

$9,335

−8.7%

−15.2%

Highland

$14,224

$18,167

$17,864

25.6%

−1.7%

Hopewell

$11,453

$12,056

$9,769

−14.7%

−19.0%

Isle of Wight

$10,359

$11,852

$9,551

−7.8%

−19.4%

King and Queen

$14,127

$15,440

$12,257

−13.2%

−20.6%

Hanover
Harrisonburg
Henrico

King George

$9,092

$9,510

$8,550

−6.0%

−10.1%

King William

$10,431

$11,346

$9,926

−4.8%

−12.5%

Lancaster

$11,720

$12,283

$11,575

−1.2%

−5.8%
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Division

FY 2005

FY 2009

FY 2014

% change
(FY 05-14)

% change
(FY 09-14)

Lee

$11,690

$13,041

$9,664

−17.3%

−25.9%

Lexington

$10,233

$10,900

$9,073

−11.3%

−16.8%

Loudoun

$14,424

$14,891

$12,556

−13.0%

−15.7%

Louisa

$10,726

$11,653

$11,571

7.9%

−0.7%

Lunenburg

$11,327

$11,759

$9,666

−14.7%

−17.8%

Lynchburg

$10,990

$12,458

$10,618

−3.4%

−14.8%

Madison

$10,667

$10,667

$11,945

12.0%

12.0%

Manassas

$13,185

$14,474

$12,624

−4.3%

−12.8%

Manassas Park

$12,626

$12,999

$10,432

−17.4%

−19.7%

Martinsville

$11,221

$12,309

$10,502

−6.4%

−14.7%

Mathews

$10,224

$10,805

$10,824

5.9%

0.2%

$9,981

$10,801

$9,156

−8.3%

−15.2%

Middlesex

$10,817

$11,146

$10,056

−7.0%

−9.8%

Montgomery

$10,780

$11,625

$9,985

−7.4%

−14.1%

Nelson

$11,922

$13,102

$12,590

5.6%

−3.9%

$9,962

$10,656

$9,195

−7.7%

−13.7%

Newport News

$10,933

$12,173

$10,157

−7.1%

−16.6%

Norfolk

$11,555

$12,175

$10,125

−12.4%

−16.8%

Northampton

$12,415

$13,152

$12,109

−2.5%

−7.9%

Northumberland

$11,163

$11,910

$10,853

−2.8%

−8.9%

Norton

$10,320

$10,771

$9,231

−10.6%

−14.3%

Nottoway

$11,092

$11,031

$9,106

−17.9%

−17.5%

$9,896

$9,958

$8,878

−10.3%

−10.8%

$10,063

$11,338

$9,500

−5.6%

−16.2%

$9,960

$10,828

$8,999

−9.6%

−16.9%

Petersburg

$11,431

$12,383

$10,365

−9.3%

−16.3%

Pittsylvania

$9,544

$10,311

$8,715

−8.7%

−15.5%

Poquoson

$9,270

$10,191

$9,492

2.4%

−6.9%

Portsmouth

$11,145

$12,031

$9,837

−11.7%

−18.2%

Powhatan

$10,626

$11,277

$10,106

−4.9%

−10.4%

Prince Edward

$11,044

$12,264

$10,822

−2.0%

−11.8%

Prince George

$9,818

$10,806

$9,244

−5.8%

−14.5%

Prince William

$11,522

$11,826

$10,393

−9.8%

−12.1%

Pulaski

$10,390

$10,809

$9,948

−4.3%

−8.0%

Radford

$10,361

$10,931

$9,370

−9.6%

−14.3%

Rappahannock

$12,360

$13,344

$13,704

10.9%

2.7%

Richmond City

$10,408

$11,634

$10,973

5.4%

−5.7%

Richmond County

$15,569

$15,004

$12,036

−22.7%

−19.8%

Roanoke City

$10,569

$10,937

$9,661

−8.6%

−11.7%

Roanoke County

$12,534

$13,004

$11,593

−7.5%

−10.9%

Rockbridge

$12,073

$12,041

$10,910

−9.6%

−9.4%

Mecklenburg

New Kent

Orange
Page
Patrick
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Division

FY 2005

FY 2009

FY 2014

% change
(FY 05-14)

% change
(FY 09-14)

Rockingham

$10,826

$11,096

$10,007

−7.6%

−9.8%

Russell

$10,608

$11,282

$8,796

−17.1%

−22.0%

Salem

$10,764

$11,390

$10,820

0.5%

−5.0%

Scott

$10,403

$11,415

$8,808

−15.3%

−22.8%

Shenandoah

$10,978

$11,414

$9,703

−11.6%

−15.0%

$9,882

$10,803

$9,462

−4.3%

−12.4%

Southampton

$11,092

$11,828

$9,858

−11.1%

−16.7%

Spotsylvania

$10,280

$10,844

$9,922

−3.5%

−8.5%

Stafford

$9,705

$10,568

$9,854

1.5%

−6.8%

Staunton

$11,707

$12,595

$10,092

−13.8%

−19.9%

Suffolk

$10,273

$11,392

$9,257

−9.9%

−18.7%

Surry

$15,329

$17,876

$16,020

4.5%

−10.4%

Sussex

$15,594

$17,801

$16,856

8.1%

−5.3%

Smyth

$9,881

$9,904

$8,787

−11.1%

−11.3%

$11,047

$12,177

$10,729

−2.9%

−11.9%

$9,443

$9,995

$9,590

1.6%

−4.1%

Washington

$10,064

$10,546

$9,878

−1.8%

−6.3%

Waynesboro

$11,304

$11,152

$9,806

−13.3%

−12.1%

$13,270

$11,049

--

−16.7%

$11,566

$10,467

−4.1%

$12,748

$10,722

--

−15.9%

Tazewell
Virginia Beach
Warren

West Point
Westmoreland
Williamsburg-James City

-$10,909
--

−9.5%

Winchester

$13,456

$13,733

$12,067

−10.3%

−12.1%

Wise

$10,441

$11,297

$9,315

−10.8%

−17.5%

Wythe

$10,150

$10,496

$9,341

−8.0%

−11.0%

York

$10,234

$10,765

$9,876

−3.5%

−8.3%

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars. Uses operations spending as defined by VDOE for the Superintendents Annual Report for Virginia. Does not include non-regular day school programs, debt service, or capital outlay additions. In some cases, data for Colonial
Beach, Greensville, West Point, and Williamsburg-James City were excluded due to changes in how data was reported.
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Appendix F: Change in Student Demographics
This appendix provides data on the change in certain student populations in school divisions between FY 2005 and FY 2014. The total number of students living in poverty statewide, as measured
by the number of students eligible to receive free or reduced price lunches, increased from 384,684
in FY 2005 to 512,752 in FY 2014 (Table F-1). This represents an increase from 33.3 to 41.2 percent
of total enrollment statewide. The number of students living in poverty as a percentage of total enrollment increased for 126 of Virginia’s 132 school divisions, including 19 of the 20 largest divisions
in the state. Manassas City experienced the largest increase in students living in poverty, growing
from 23.4 percent of total enrollment in FY 2005 to 58.9 percent of enrollment in FY 2014. Arlington County experienced the largest decrease, as students living in poverty accounted for 41.7 percent
of students in FY 2005 and 32.4 percent in FY 2014.
The number of students of limited English proficiency (LEP) statewide increased from 74,594 in
FY 2005 to 125,786 in FY 2014 (Table F-2). This represents an increase from 6.9 percent of total
statewide enrollment to 10.2 percent. The number of LEP students as a percentage of total enrollment increased for 82 of the 95 divisions for which data is reported for both FY 2005 and FY 2014,
including 19 of the largest 20 divisions in the state. Manassas City experienced the largest increase in
LEP population, increasing from 25.2 percent of total enrollment in FY 2005 to 43 percent in FY
2014. Arlington County experienced the largest decrease, with LEP students accounting for 35.5
percent of students in FY 2005 and 28 percent in FY 2014.
TABLE F-1
Change in students living in poverty, FY 2005-2014
FY 2005

Accomack
Albemarle

2,499

20.1

3,786

28.2

Alexandria

5,542

52.2

8,099

59.6

Alleghany

1,088

37.2

1,091

44.7

Amelia
Amherst
Appomattox

% of
enrollment
61.0%

FY 2014
Number of
% of
students
enrollment
3,707
70.7%

Number of
students
3,240

712

40.5

874

48.7

1,798

38.9

2,196

51.2

867

37.5

1,075

46.9

Arlington

7,365

41.7

7,502

32.4

Augusta

3,146

28.9

4,285

40.1

Bath

264

33.0

281

44.2

3,247

30.0

3,823

36.9

Bland

315

34.8

345

39.8

Botetourt

697

14.4

1,079

22.2

Bristol

1,218

52.1

1,518

64.6

Brunswick

1,661

70.7

1,558

80.5

Buchanan

2,660

74.4

2,180

67.8

Buckingham

1,256

56.1

1,450

69.0

Bedford
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FY 2005
Number of
students
Buena Vista

FY 2014

% of
enrollment

Number of
students

% of
enrollment

340

30.1

529

51.0

Campbell

2,945

33.0

3,645

44.4

Caroline

1,566

40.7

2,301

52.6

Carroll

2,066

50.2

2,323

58.2

344

40.1

435

58.1

Charlotte

1,187

52.1

1,144

57.1

Charlottesville

2,277

51.8

2,293

52.9

Chesapeake

10,182

25.1

13,126

34.6

Chesterfield

Charles City

8,729

22.4

13,468

32.9

Clarke

303

14.2

400

20.1

Colonial Beach

273

46.7

360

66.3

Colonial Heights

482

24.1

1,209

43.4

Covington

332

39.7

517

54.5

Craig

190

28.2

349

50.7

1,458

32.4

3,607

44.7

878

58.4

971

66.5

Danville

4,500

61.9

4,854

77.3

Dickenson

1,518

57.9

1,324

56.4

Dinwiddie

1,763

38.1

2,287

50.9

793

50.0

1,106

70.5

32,997

20.6

50,629

27.8

Culpeper
Cumberland

Essex
Fairfax
Falls Church
Fauquier

153

8.2

114

10.5

1,646

15.2

2,744

24.5

Floyd

719

33.8

974

47.1

Fluvanna

650

19.1

1,145

31.1

Franklin City

1,115

80.2

970

76.4

Franklin County

2,960

39.8

3,742

50.1

Frederick

2,213

18.9

4,602

35.1

Fredericksburg

1,348

51.6

1,876

54.1

658

48.7

875

64.9

858

34.0

1,105

45.1

1,110

26.6

2,020

36.7

Galax
Giles
Gloucester
Goochland
Grayson
Greene

468

21.7

684

27.9

1,202

54.1

1,117

61.9

727

26.3

1,171

37.7

Greensville

1,629

62.4

1,849

70.9

Halifax

3,670

59.3

3,390

58.9

Hampton

10,992

44.8

12,168

58.1

Hanover

1,597

12.4

2,567

20.9

Harrisonburg

2,162

50.7

3,813

71.1

Henrico

9,108

27.5

20,456

40.0

Henry

3,682

46.2

4,906

66.3
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FY 2005
Number of
students

FY 2014

% of
enrollment

Number of
students

% of
enrollment

Highland

144

45.7

126

61.2

Hopewell

2,566

62.6

3,362

77.5

Isle of Wight

1,718

33.6

2,063

37.3

King and Queen

573

68.9

559

69.0

King George

730

21.7

1,420

32.8

King William

615

30.3

795

35.1

Lancaster

744

51.2

917

71.7

2,367

64.7

2,165

66.9

87

18.4

96

17.8

Loudoun

5,263

12.8

12,541

17.5

Louisa

1,755

40.6

2,246

47.0

Lunenburg

1,103

62.1

1,086

68.9

Lynchburg

4,608

52.1

5,441

62.6

404

22.0

749

41.3

1,559

23.4

4,253

58.9

776

33.2

1,910

58.0

1,443

53.9

1,714

75.5

290

22.9

456

39.8

2,873

58.7

2,868

62.0

461

35.4

593

51.2

3,222

34.4

3,663

37.5

Nelson

814

40.1

994

51.3

New Kent

370

14.4

636

21.7

Newport News

16,258

50.6

17,977

60.7

Norfolk

22,404

60.0

22,233

67.0

1,369

65.9

1,253

74.8

730

49.6

786

56.1

Lee
Lexington

Madison
Manassas
Manassas Park
Martinsville
Mathews
Mecklenburg
Middlesex
Montgomery

Northampton
Northumberland
Norton

357

48.0

501

59.5

Nottoway

1,320

53.5

1,458

64.3

Orange

1,284

28.9

2,194

43.2

Page

1,420

39.1

1,806

51.7

Patrick

1,184

45.4

1,412

56.4

Petersburg

3,731

69.1

3,668

82.7

Pittsylvania

3,671

39.9

5,033

54.4

Poquoson
Portsmouth
Powhatan

178

6.9

316

14.9

9,091

55.9

9,529

63.1

528

12.9

784

18.2

2,089

74.9

1,590

69.3

Prince George

1,508

30.6

2,564

40.2

Prince William

17,321

25.8

33,355

39.0

1,990

40.0

2,256

50.5

439

28.4

682

42.2

Prince Edward

Pulaski
Radford
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FY 2005
Number of
students
Rappahannock

145

Richmond City

FY 2014

% of
enrollment

Number of
students

% of
enrollment

14.3

314

17,646

68.8

17,351

74.3

465

38.6

677

54.6

Roanoke City

8,450

61.5

9,955

73.4

Roanoke County

2,317

15.8

3,808

26.5

Richmond County

Rockbridge

34.6

939

32.1

1,203

43.8

Rockingham

3,336

29.9

4,705

40.2

Russell

2,046

49.9

2,338

56.8

862

22.0

1,226

32.0

Scott

1,896

51.5

2,176

58.7

Shenandoah

1,601

26.9

2,751

43.8

Smyth

2,351

46.2

2,762

57.6

Southampton

1,134

39.5

1,382

48.9

Spotsylvania

4,626

20.4

8,808

36.5

Stafford

3,500

13.6

7,396

26.7

Staunton

1,150

40.4

1,527

55.5

Suffolk

5,388

39.3

6,738

46.5

553

52.0

586

64.1

Salem

Surry
Sussex

998

73.9

915

82.4

3,497

49.3

3,270

52.0

21,965

29.0

25,500

36.2

Warren

1,239

24.0

2,247

41.2

Washington

2,922

40.4

3,407

46.1

Waynesboro

1,489

47.8

1,806

57.5

120

15.3

230

29.6

Westmoreland

1,003

52.4

1,268

73.9

Williamsburg-James City

1,707

25.5

3,501

31.0

Winchester

1,622

41.5

2,458

58.4

Wise

3,468

50.3

3,662

59.7

Wythe

1,696

39.6

2,106

49.2

York

1,831

14.5

2,615

21.0

Tazewell
Virginia Beach

West Point

Statewide

384,684

33.3%

512,752

41.2%

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Poverty is measured as the percentage of students qualifying for free or reduced price lunch through the National School Lunch
Program.
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TABLE F-2
Change in students of limited English proficiency, FY 2005–FY 2014
FY 2005
Number of
students
Accomack

326

FY 2014
% of
enrollment
6.3

Number of
students
932

% of
enrollment
18.0

Albemarle

775

6.3

1116

8.3

Alexandria

2,382

22.7

4,510

33.3

Alleghany

--

0.0

22

0.9

Amelia

14

0.8

43

2.4

Amherst

--

0.0

--

0.0

Appomattox
Arlington
Augusta
Bath
Bedford

--

0.0

--

0.0

6,323

35.5

6,591

28.0

176

1.6

215

2.0

-

0.0

11

1.8

39

0.4

167

1.6

Bland

--

0.0

--

0.0

Botetourt

15

0.3

40

0.8

Bristol

16

0.7

34

1.5

Brunswick

--

0.0

45

2.4

Buchanan

--

0.0

--

0.0

Buckingham

--

0.0

--

0.0

Buena Vista

--

0.0

--

0.0

Campbell

40

0.5

151

1.8

Caroline

53

1.4

66

1.5

Carroll

83

2.1

135

3.4

Charles City

--

0.0

18

2.4

Charlotte
Charlottesville

--

0.0

10

0.5

231

5.5

547

12.7

Chesapeake

302

0.8

991

2.5

Chesterfield

1,579

2.8

4,087

6.9

54

2.5

35

1.7

Clarke
Colonial Beach

17

3.0

10

1.7

150

5.2

101

3.6

Covington

--

0.0

--

0.0

Craig

--

0.0

--

0.0

189

2.9

592

7.4

--

0.0

32

2.2

Colonial Heights

Culpeper
Cumberland
Danville

172

2.5

259

4.1

Dickenson

--

0.0

--

0.0

Dinwiddie

35

0.8

72

1.6

Essex

21

1.4

35

2.3

Fairfax

35,091

22.1

49,443

27.0

Falls Church

197

10.5

160

6.6

Fauquier

250

2.3

643

5.8
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FY 2005

Floyd
Fluvanna

Number of
students
42
--

FY 2014
% of
enrollment
2.0
0.0

Number of
students
55
53

% of
enrollment
2.7
1.5

Franklin City

--

0.0

--

0.0

Franklin County

57

0.8

142

1.9

Frederick

341

2.9

754

5.8

Fredericksburg

159

6.5

466

13.7

Galax

171

13.1

221

16.6

Giles

--

0.0

--

0.0

Gloucester

--

0.0

38

0.7

Goochland

14

0.6

52

2.1

Grayson

12

0.6

37

2.1

Greene

56

2.1

131

4.2

Greensville

19

1.2

75

2.9

Halifax
Hampton
Hanover

19

0.3

60

1.1

360

1.6

474

2.3

164

0.9

205

1.1

Harrisonburg

1,473

35.7

2,201

40.9

Henrico

1,980

4.3

3,562

7.1

243

3.1

513

7.0

Henry
Highland

--

0.0

--

0.0

Hopewell

55

1.4

126

3.0

Isle of Wight

29

0.6

34

0.6

0.0

17

2.0

King George

16

0.5

27

0.6

King William

--

0.0

18

0.8

Lancaster

--

0.0

--

0.0

King and Queen

Lee

--

0.0

--

0.0

Lexington

11

1.7

18

2.7

Loudoun

2,759

6.3

7,734

10.9

Louisa

33

0.8

59

1.3

Lunenburg

25

1.5

75

4.8

Lynchburg

110

1.3

214

2.5

13

0.7

Madison
Manassas

0.0

1,667

25.2

3,119

43.0

667

28.6

1,259

39.2

Martinsville

97

3.8

130

5.7

Mathews

--

0.0

11

1.0

Mecklenburg

45

0.9

78

1.7

Middlesex

18

1.4

--

0.0

Manassas Park

Montgomery

250

2.7

277

2.9

Nelson

43

2.1

53

2.7

New Kent

--

0.0

22

0.7
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FY 2005

Newport News

Number of
students
467

FY 2014
% of
enrollment
1.5

Number of
students
1,272

% of
enrollment
4.3

Norfolk

264

0.8

805

2.5

Northampton

109

5.6

196

11.9

22

1.5

33

2.3

Northumberland
Norton

--

0.0

--

0.0

Nottoway

19

0.8

101

4.4

Orange

52

1.2

133

2.6

Page

37

1.0

25

0.7

Patrick

67

2.6

89

3.2

Petersburg

37

0.7

135

3.1

Pittsylvania

125

1.4

189

2.1

Poquoson

15

0.6

11

0.5

Portsmouth

32

0.2

65

0.4

Powhatan

17

0.4

20

0.5

Prince Edward

--

0.0

12

0.5

Prince George

34

0.6

81

1.3

Prince William

8,317

12.7

18,554

21.8

Pulaski

29

0.6

22

0.5

Radford

10

0.7

24

1.5

Rappahannock

--

0.0

11

1.2

Richmond City

547

2.3

1,258

5.3

Richmond County

48

4.0

92

7.6

Roanoke City

550

4.3

1,264

9.4

Roanoke County

194

1.3

332

2.3

Rockbridge

10

0.4

30

1.2

Rockingham

689

6.3

809

6.8

Russell

--

0.0

--

0.0

Salem

47

1.2

87

2.3

Scott
Shenandoah
Smyth
Southampton

20

0.5

19

0.5

131

2.2

378

6.1

42

0.8

23

0.5

--

0.0

--

0.0

Spotsylvania

410

1.8

1,094

4.6

Stafford

462

1.8

1,511

5.5

Staunton

20

0.8

48

1.8

Suffolk

18

0.1

42

0.3

Surry

--

0.0

--

0.0

Sussex

17

1.2

13

1.2

Tazewell

--

0.0

52

0.8

1,129

1.5

1,277

1.8

112

2.2

157

2.9

21

0.3

63

0.9

Virginia Beach
Warren
Washington
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FY 2005

Waynesboro
West Point

Number of
students
99
--

FY 2014
% of
enrollment
3.4
0.0

Number of
students
170
13

% of
enrollment
5.4
1.6

Westmoreland

110

6.1

100

6.0

Williamsburg-James City

208

0.5

485

0.1

Winchester

396

10.9

921

21.9

23

0.3

31

0.5

Wise
Wythe
York
Statewide

--

0.0

10

0.2

160

1.3

306

2.4

74,594

6.9%

125,786

10.2%

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Statewide percentage of enrollment is calculated as number of LEP students as a percentage of total students for only the divisions that LEP students are reported. VDOE data does not report Bland, Dickenson, and Southampton for either FY 2005 or FY 2014.
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Appendix G: Salaries of Classroom Teachers in Virginia
Teacher salaries are the single largest expenditure for school divisions. Understanding how much
Virginia’s teachers earn, how salaries have changed over time, and how they compare to other states,
is useful context for understanding K-12 spending generally. Teacher salaries can also influence the
quality of the teacher workforce, and teacher turnover.
Teacher salaries vary due to experience, education, and the cost of living
The median salary for full-time classroom teachers in Virginia in 2014 was $49,700. This median is
for the 75,000 “teachers of record” statewide; that is, teachers responsible for instructional content
and grading, excluding other teachers such as art, remedial, and gifted teachers. Approximately ten
percent of regular classroom teachers in the state earn $40,000 or less, and ten percent earn $70,000
or more (Figure G-1).
Most of the variation in salaries is due to differences in teachers’ years of experience, teachers’ education (specifically, whether a teacher has a master’s degree), and divisions’ cost of living. Teachers’
earnings increase by close to $1,000 for each year of experience, on average. Teachers with a postgraduate license earned about $4,000 more than teachers with a collegiate license, other things equal.
FIGURE G-1
Distribution of classroom teacher salaries in Virginia 2014

Source: JLARC staff analysis of VRS salary data; licensure data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note: Vertical line at median. Smallest one percent and largest one percent are omitted for clarity.
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School divisions in northern Virginia pay substantially higher teacher salaries than divisions in the
western and southern areas of the state, in part to offset the higher cost of living.
The median starting salary for teachers in Virginia in 2014 was $42,800. Starting salary was about
$7,000 lower than the salary for all teachers, because the salary for all regular teachers reflects a median experience level of ten years. New teachers with a bachelor’s degree earned $41,300, and new
teachers with a master’s degree earned $44,400.
(The statewide average salary for full-time classroom teachers in 2014 was about $53,000. The average salary is about $3,000 higher than the median because the average is influenced more by the
small percentage of teachers with relatively high salaries. The median is a better indicator of the typical salary for a teacher.)
Teacher salaries increased about one percent per year over the past decade
The median salary of regular classroom teachers has kept pace with inflation over the past decade,
growing by eight percent or slightly less than one percent per year after inflation. For regular teachers active in 2014, median salary increased from $45,900 in 2004 to $49,700 in 2014 (Figure G-2).
Over the most recent five years, however, teacher salaries have lost ground. The median salary fell
for three consecutive years, from 2010 through 2012, and salaries in 2014 were still below their peak
in 2009, five years earlier.
FIGURE G-2
Median salary of full-time classroom teachers employed in 2014

Source: JLARC staff analysis of VRS salary data; licensure data from the Virginia Department of Education.
Note:. Inflation-adjusted to 2014 dollars. Statewide median salary. Includes only teachers that were employed as of 2014.
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The small growth in salary over the past decade means a small return to experience. Because the salaries shown above are for the same group of teachers—those active in 2014—rather than for all
teachers active in each year, experience increased each year. Research shows that teachers’ effectiveness increases with experience, so on average this group of teachers was more productive in 2014
than they were in prior years.
Teachers earn less in Virginia than in most other states
Virginia ranked 29th out of 51 states (including Washington D.C.) in average teacher salaries for the
2013-14 school year. The average salary reported for Virginia, $49,800, was below the U.S. average
of $56,600, and below most mid-Atlantic states (Figure G-3). The state’s average teaching salary has
consistently been below the national average. Average teacher salaries, however, have declined in
most states over the past decade, after adjusting for inflation.
Teachers earn less than many comparable occupations
Research classifying occupations according to the types of skills required and activities performed
suggests that teaching is most comparable to certain human services and health professions. Skills
that distinguish teaching include strong social perceptiveness, a service orientation, and use of learning strategies. Beyond instruction, activities common to teaching include assisting others, working
with the public, thinking creatively, and resolving conflicts. Occupations with similar skills and activities include counselors, psychologists, social workers, and nurses.
Statewide, teachers earn more than social workers and guidance counselors, but less than other
comparable occupations (Figure G-4). Occupations with the highest median salaries, occupational
therapists and physical therapists, require two- or three-year graduate degree programs, which teaching does not. Slightly more than half of regular classroom teachers in Virginia have master’s degrees,
which is similar to counselors and higher than occupational therapists, social workers, health educators, and registered nurses.
Using the same measure of teacher salaries relative to comparable occupations, Virginia ranks slightly below average among states. In most states, teachers are paid more than three comparable occupations—social workers, health educators, and counselors—but in Virginia teachers are paid more than
only social workers and counselors. The average ratio of teacher salaries to salaries of seven comparable occupations is higher in 30 states, meaning that relative teacher pay is higher in most states
than in Virginia. (Teachers’ relative pay is lowest in North Carolina, Louisiana, and Arizona, and
highest in New York, Michigan, and Massachusetts.)
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FIGURE G-3
Average teacher salary by state 2014
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56,600
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Source: NEA Rankings and Estimates 2015, Table C-11.
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FIGURE G-4
Salaries in Virginia for teachers and comparable occupations 2014
Occupational Therapists
Physical Therapists
Psychologists
Health Educators
Registered Nurses
Teachers
Counselors
Social Workers

$0

20,000

40,000

60,000

80,000

Median Salary
Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from BLS, Occupational Employment Statistics.
Note: Smallest one percent and largest one percent are omitted.

Differences in teacher salaries across school divisions is strongly related to the cost
of living
Eight of the ten divisions with the highest median teacher salary are in the Washington D.C. area,
and eight of the ten divisions with the lowest median teacher salary are in southwestern Virginia
(Table G-1). This geographic pattern is consistent with large differences in the cost of living in these
two parts of the state. Arlington County had a substantially higher median salary in 2014 than any
other division in the state, at $75,600. Fifteen localities had a median salary below $40,000, with
Dickenson County the lowest at $35,900. Half of all school divisions in Virginia had a median
teacher salary in 2014 between $42,000 and $47,000.
Adjusting for geographic differences in the cost of living substantially changes the ranking of teacher salaries across divisions. Arlington and Alexandria are still the two highest, but Albemarle County
and Charlottesville are in the top five (Table G-2). These localities have lower costs of living than
the D.C. area, but teacher salaries are relatively high. At the other end, most of the ten lowest paying
localities are no longer in southwestern Virginia but are outlying suburbs in the D.C. area, including
Warren, Spotsylvania, Fredericksburg, Fauquier, and Stafford. These localities share many of the
high costs of the D.C. area, and that high cost is not reflected in their teacher salaries.
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TABLE G-1
Teacher salaries are related to geographic differences in the cost of living
School divisions with the highest median salaries in 2014
Division

Median
salary

Number of full-time
teachers of record

1

Arlington Co

$75,581

1,733

Washington DC

2

Alexandria City

68,085

899

Washington DC

3

Falls Church City

61,088

160

Washington DC

4

Fairfax Co

59,590

11,301

Washington DC

5

Manassas City

58,562

496

Washington DC

6

Prince William Co

57,178

4,347

Washington DC

7

Loudoun Co

55,672

3,983

Washington DC

8

Manassas Park City

55,597

201

Washington DC

9

Chesapeake City

52,988

2,318

Virginia Beach/Norfolk/Newport News

10

Isle Of Wight Co

52,961

302

Virginia Beach/Norfolk/Newport News

Rank

Labor market area

School divisions with the lowest median salaries in 2014
Division

Median
salary

Number of full-time
teachers of record

123

Northampton Co

$39,180

112

124

Craig Co

38,762

47

125

Lee Co

38,600

224

Southwestern tip

126

Tazewell Co

38,549

389

Far southwestern

127

Buchanan Co

38,133

239

Far southwestern

128

Norton City

38,128

55

Southwestern tip

129

Russell Co

37,773

250

Southwestern tip

130

Bland Co

37,065

62

Far southwestern

131

Grayson Co

36,540

132

Far southwestern

132

Dickenson Co

35,905

155

Southwestern tip

Rank

Labor market area
Chesapeake Bay
Roanoke

Source: JLARC staff analysis of VRS salary and teacher license data from the Virginia Department of Education.

(One way to measure differences in the cost of living is to compare salaries for other occupations.
For example, if occupations in labor market A earn 30 percent more than the same occupations in
labor market B, and if this reflects differences in the cost of living, then teacher salaries are comparable in the two labor markets if they are 30 percent higher in labor market A than B. The cost-ofliving adjustment in this study relies on such an approach, called the Comparable Wage Index (CWI),
developed by Professor Lori Taylor at Texas A&M University. Although the CWI was developed
specifically to compare teacher salaries across areas with different standards of living, its accuracy
depends on certain assumptions, and it is only one of several ways to adjust for differences in the
cost of living.)
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TABLE G-2
Adjusting for Cost of Living Changes the Ranking of Teacher Salaries
School divisions with the highest salaries in 2014
Adjusted for cost of living and teacher experience and education
Rank

Division

Adjusted
salary
80,725

Number of full-time
teachers of record
1,733

Labor market area

1

Arlington Co

2

Alexandria City

77,939

899

Washington DC
Washington DC

3

Albemarle Co

71,255

893

Charlottesville

4

Falls Church City

71,064

160

Washington DC

5

Charlottesville City

70,689

307

Charlottesville

6

Fairfax Co

67,218

11,301

7

Covington City

66,722

64

8

Nottoway Co

66,510

141

South Central

9

Isle Of Wight Co

66,117

302

Virginia Beach/Norfolk/Newport News

10

Chesapeake City

65,986

2,318

Virginia Beach/Norfolk/Newport News

Washington DC
Western Virginia

School divisions with the lowest median salaries in 2014
Adjusted for cost of living and teacher experience and education
Adjusted
salary
53,263

Number of full-time
teachers of record
47

Stafford Co

52,600

1,571

125

King George Co

52,578

248

Northern Virginia

126

Dickenson Co

52,121

155

Southwestern tip

127

Fauquier Co

52,100

784

Washington DC

128

Clarke Co

51,693

128

Washington DC

129

Highland Co

51,055

21

Western Virginia

130

Fredericksburg City

50,704

215

Washington DC

131

Spotsylvania Co

49,083

1,285

Washington DC

132

Warren Co

47,190

331

Washington DC

Rank

Division

123

Craig Co

124

Labor market area
Roanoke
Washington DC

Source: JLARC staff analysis of VRS salary and VDOE teacher license data, and comparable wage index.
Note: Salaries correspond to teachers with 10 years’ experience and a graduate degree, with cost of living comparable to the Washington D.C. area. Based on a regression of salaries adjusted using the comparable wage index on experience, experience squared, and
whether the teacher has a graduate degree.

Median salaries can also vary across localities because of differences in teacher experience and education. Divisions with a larger proportion of teachers with many years of experience or master’s degrees may have higher median and average salaries. Adjusting for differences across divisions in experience and education, however, has only small effects on the ranking of teacher salaries by
division. Using a statistical model to compare salaries for teachers with the same experience and education level—specifically, teachers with ten years of experience and a master’s degree—does not
change the ranking of the five divisions with the highest median salaries. It does lower the ranking
for a few small divisions with more experienced teachers and relatively low salaries.
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Appendix H: Research on Cost-Effective Instructional Strategies
This appendix summarizes the best recent evidence on the effectiveness of strategies to increase K12 student achievement. To determine whether K-12 spending is cost-effective, it is necessary to understand which strategies are effective.
Much of the evidence summarized in this appendix is from random assignment studies, which provide the most accurate estimates of the impact on student achievement. Most of the studies were
published within the past five years, although a smaller number of high-quality influential older studies are included. Nearly all the evidence reviewed is from the U.S.
It is not possible to compare cost-effectiveness across strategies with any precision, for two reasons.
First, studies measure and report effects in different ways, and often cannot be converted to a common metric. Second, most studies do not include the costs of a particular strategy. It is possible,
however, to make broad comparisons of cost-effectiveness, because some strategies are clearly more
costly (for example, a salary increase for all teachers compared to targeted financial incentives) and
some strategies have small effects.
A further limitation is that most research uses only test scores to measure student achievement, in
part because test score data are widely available, and they are associated with long-term positive impacts. But test scores are a narrow measure of educational quality, and subject to “teaching to the
test” effects that can overstate student learning. Education experts recommend broader measures of
student learning. Research suggests that school-based strategies can increase not just cognitive but
non-cognitive skills and affect behavior in ways that contribute substantially to future labor market
success. [1]
The research summarized here, and several decades of prior research, suggests that the quality of
teaching has a larger effect on student achievement than any other school-based factor. (Research
also suggests that factors outside the control of schools, especially family economic circumstances
and parenting, have an even larger effect on student achievement.) Average teaching quality can be
improved by identifying and retaining the most effective teachers, and by enhancing the skills of all
teachers.
Increasing the achievement of lower-performing students is a cost-effective way to increase average
student achievement. Improving teaching quality will have a larger effect in low-performing than in
high-performing schools, because students at advanced levels of proficiency have less room to increase achievement. Whole school reforms can also be effective.
Besides teaching quality, other strategies shown to increase student achievement include parental involvement, peer tutoring, and positive behavior programs. There is less evidence of effectiveness for
after-school programs, teacher aides, and some types of professional development.
Identifying and retaining the most effective teachers
Teacher quality varies widely, and a few studies have estimated the value of high-quality teachers by
their impact on students’ long-term outcomes. More effective teachers increase students’ lifetime
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earnings and rates of college attendance, and decrease teen childbearing. [2][3][4] This research is
consistent with other studies showing long-term effects for high-quality preschool programs. [5][6]
Teacher effectiveness can be measured through a combination of classroom observation, test score
gains, and student surveys. [7] Principal evaluations and portfolio assessments can also identify effective teachers. [8][9] Effectiveness increases with experience, but future effectiveness can be predicted
at the beginning of a teacher’s career. [10][11][12][13] There is little or no evidence that teacher effectiveness can be predicted accurately from scores on tests such as the Praxis, or having a degree in
education or a graduate degree. [9][14][15] Evidence on the effectiveness of licensure is mixed, but
national board certification is associated with higher student achievement. [16][17] There is no evidence that teachers who enter the profession through non-traditional routes are less effective.
[18][19]
This research suggests that strategies to identify and retain teachers who provide high-quality instruction can increase student achievement. Meaningful assessments early in a teacher’s career can
identify those likely to succeed (and those who are less likely to succeed). Policies that increase retention of new teachers include allowing them to teach the same grade for several years (which can reduce their workload), and salary schedules that increase steeply in the first few years of teaching
(with smaller increases in later years to offset the budgetary impact). [20][21] Teacher induction and
mentoring can increase the effectiveness of new teachers. [22][23][24]
Improving the effectiveness of all teachers
Although the gains to experience tend to be largest in the early years of a teacher’s career, some
studies suggest teacher effectiveness continues to increase over many years. [11][13][25] This fact,
coupled with the adverse impacts on students of teacher turnover, suggests that retaining experienced teachers increases student achievement.[26] Financial incentives can reduce turnover.[27][28][29][30] Teacher surveys suggest, however, that other aspects of teacher working conditions also influence turnover, including school leadership and relationships with colleagues. Efforts
to improve school climate need not be resource intensive, but can reduce staff turnover and facilitate student achievement.
Although professional development and coaching is the most widely used strategy to increase teaching quality, evidence is mixed. Research suggests that teacher effectiveness is driven mainly by the
quality of student-teacher interactions, and that in turn depends on multiple skills: instructional
practice; classroom management; and emotional support. [31][32][33][35][35] Individualized coaching that focuses on these skills can be effective. [22][23][36][37][38][39][40] Evaluating teachers and
providing feedback can improve their performance. [41] Most studies of less individualized professional development show little or no evidence of an effect on student achievement. [11][42][43][44]
Differentiated instruction based on data on individual student performance has been shown to increase student achievement, especially when accompanied by coaching or teacher training.
[45][46][47] This strategy may be most effective when class sizes are not too large to differentiate
instruction.
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Smaller class sizes can increase student achievement, especially for disadvantaged students.
[48][49][50][51][52] But the estimated effects are often small. Given the high cost of additional
teachers to reduce class size, a broad strategy of reducing class size may not be cost-effective.
Reducing class size can also have indirect effects, either positive or negative. Evidence from teacher
surveys suggests that teachers value smaller classes, so it is possible that reducing class size could
reduce teacher turnover, which could indirectly increase student achievement. On the other hand, if
reducing class size means hiring more teachers, some of whom are inexperienced, that could have an
adverse impact on student achievement.
Budgetary impact can be lessened by varying class size rather than uniformly decreasing it; that is,
increasing class sizes for the most effective teachers, and reducing class sizes for less effective teachers. Such a policy would increase average teaching quality, but could adversely affect morale for the
most effective teachers.
A few recent studies find positive long-term impacts of smaller class size on post-secondary outcomes and earnings in adulthood, even though test score impacts tend to fade after a few years.
[51][53][54] Long-term impacts would make smaller class sizes more cost-effective.
Closing the achievement gap
A cost effective way to increase average student achievement is to increase the achievement of lower
performing students. Students performing near or below the median have more room to increase
than students at the high end of the achievement scale. Nearly all schools have some lowerperforming students, so the achievement gap can be addressed by focusing on certain students at
high-performing schools and school-wide efforts at low-performing schools.
The most effective way to increase the performance of lower-achieving students is to improve the
quality of teaching these students receive. This includes assigning more effective teachers within a
school to lower-performing students, providing differentiated instruction based on individual student assessments, and providing individualized coaching to increase teacher effectiveness. These
strategies are likely to require reallocating resources from higher- to lower-performing students and
schools.
Low-performing schools tend to have less effective teachers, and lower-achieving students are more
likely to be assigned to less experienced teachers. [25][55][56][57] Providing financial incentives can
induce highly effective teachers to move to, or remain at, low-performing schools. [27][28][58][59].
Whole school, division-level, and citywide reforms can also narrow the achievement gap. Effective
reforms include a statewide strategy in California to provide intensive technical assistance to lowperforming school divisions [60], teacher evaluations and tenure reforms in Washington D.C. and
New York City [61][62], and out-of-school time programs in New York City. [58] More comprehensive whole school reforms in Houston [64], and school takeovers in New Orleans and Boston also
increased student achievement in low-performing schools. [65]
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Recent evidence on school choice suggests that urban charter schools can increase student achievement. This includes:
•

a national random assignment evaluation of KIPP schools [66];

•

a random assignment evaluation of a small high school initiative in NYC [67];

•

charter schools in Boston that follow a “no excuses” approach [68];

•

the Harlem Children’s Zone in New York City, which combined charter schools with intensive parent outreach and community services [69]; and

•

the Equity Project charter school in NYC, which combined rigorous teacher assessments
with high ($125,000) salaries [70].

However, a high-quality evaluation of charter schools in Chicago did not find evidence of an increase in student achievement. [71] The cost-effectiveness of charter schools is not clear. Some charters raise private funds in additional to public funding. Most successful charter schools appear to use
strict behavioral approaches that may not work for all students.
Evidence on other strategies to increase student achievement
A few other strategies have demonstrated positive impacts on student achievement at low cost. Peer
tutoring is effective and can be implemented with no additional resources beyond limited training.
[72][73][74] Volunteer tutoring is also low-cost and effective. [75] Interventions designed to increase
parent involvement in improving their children’s academic performance require resources for parent
training, but can have moderate to large effects on achievement. [76] School-wide positive behavior
programs require resources to implement, but can increase achievement. [77] [78] Other studies of
positive behavior interventions have found substantial reductions in discipline problems but less
clear evidence of increases in achievement.
Strategies that have been also been subject to high-quality evaluations but show less evidence of effectiveness include after-school programs, teacher aides, and, as noted above, professional development that is not individualized or not focused on improving the quality of teacher-student interactions. [48][79]
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Appendix I: Course Content in Online Learning Programs
The course content and instructional methods of online learning courses vary based on the subject
area and the needs and abilities of the student. Much of the content for online courses consists of
interactive online learning modules. Interactive lessons may feature characters that talk and offer reactions and encouragement when students are completing activities (Figures I-1, 2, 3). Interactive
lessons first present concepts as students click through the pages of a learning module. Students
may then have the opportunity to apply the concepts, often in a problem-solving capacity that also
offers instant feedback.
Online courses can also include less interactive online content and even physical course materials. As
noted in Chapter 6, in the lower grade levels, most instruction takes place off-line and under the supervision of a learning coach, such as a parent. One online provider interviewed by JLARC staff
offers learning coaches a lesson guide, which provides instructions to read to students and questions
to ask to confirm their understanding of the material. In the middle and high school grade levels,
the courses become more involved and interactive, and the students spend less time in off-line activities. Other lessons are hands-on, and guide students through an at-home science experiment or art
project. Still other lessons, such as for an English class, involve reading a passage on the computer,
formulating an opinion, and sharing those thoughts on a discussion forum with other students in the
course.
FIGURE I-1 High school interactive math lesson

Source: WHRO/eMediaVA
Note: Demonstration only.
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FIGURE I-2 Middle school interactive math lesson

Source: WHRO/eMediaVA
Note: Demonstration only.

FIGURE I-3 Elementary school interactive math lesson

Source: WHRO/eMediaVA
Note: Demonstration only.
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Appendix J: Fully Online Schools in Other States
As of the 2013-14 school year, Virginia was one of 19 states that did not have a statewide fully
online school (Figure J-1). Of the 31 states that offer statewide fully online schools, 21 offer all K-12
students the opportunity to enroll in a fully online school. The remaining ten states restrict enrollment in fully online schools. Common enrollment restrictions include requiring that a certain percentage of online students be enrolled in public school the prior year, or that no more than a certain
percentage of all public school students be enrolled in online learning programs (Table J-1).
FIGURE J-1
Thirty-one states offer statewide, fully online schools

Source: Keeping Pace with K-12 Learning, 2014.

The restrictions that states place on their fully online schools are generally intended to manage the
growth of fully online schools. This may allow states to limit the budgetary impact of such schools,
particularly if a substantial number of students enrolling in fully online schools were not previously
enrolled in a public school. In some cases, enrollment restrictions may also reflect concerns about
achievement in online learning programs compared to physical schools.
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Table J-1
Ten states restrict enrollment in fully online schools
State

Restriction

Arkansas

No more than 500 students who were not previously enrolled in a public school may enroll in a
fully online school, with a total enrollment cap of 3,000.

California

Fully online schools are available to K-12 students through partnerships between local school
divisions and online providers, and may only serve students in contiguous counties.

Indiana

60 percent of fully online charter student must have been included in the state enrollment the
previous year.

Iowa

No more than .018% of statewide K-12 enrollments (900 students) may be enrolled in educational
online instruction. To ensure that no one division occupies a majority of available enrollments, no
more than one percent of a division’s enrollment may participate in instruction and course content
over the Internet.

Massachusetts

No more than two percent of public school students statewide (about 19,000 students) may enroll
in a fully online school. At least five percent of students in the fully online school must be from the
division or collaborative partnering with the online provider.

Michigan

Total statewide online school enrollment is limited to two percent of Michigan’s 2011-2012 public
school enrollments (about 31,000 students). Online schools are also limited in annual enrollment to
2,500 students in year one, 5,000 in year two, and 10,000 in year three and after.

New Hampshire Enrollment is limited to students in grades 6-12.
Oregon

Students may enroll in an online school without approval of their home division. However, if more
than three percent of a division’s students are enrolled in a fully online school not sponsored by
the division, any additional students must receive approval to enroll.

Tennessee

For new online schools, enrollment is limited to 1,500 students initially, no more than 25 percent of
students may be from outside the division, and no school may have more than 5,000 students.
Online learning is limited to grades K-8.

Texas

Enrollment is limited to students in grades 3-12 who were enrolled in a public school in Texas the
previous school year.

Source: JLARC staff review of Keeping Pace with K-12 Learning, 2014.

According to the 2014 report, Keeping Pace with K-12 Digital Learning, no state has more than three
percent of its total K-12 student population enrolled in fully online schools. Researchers for this report note that fully online schools are chosen by small percentages of students, but limited enrollment may also reflect the use of enrollment restrictions. As a result of limited enrollment, fully
online schools often need to draw from an entire state’s K-12 population in order for schools to
achieve economies of scale that minimize per-student costs.
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Appendix K: Agency Responses
As part of an extensive validation process, state agencies and other entities involved in a JLARC assessment are given the opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of the report. JLARC staff
provided an exposure draft of this report to the Secretary of Education and the following state
agencies:
•

Virginia Department of Education

•

Virginia Department of Planning and Budget

•

Virginia Information Technologies Agency

Appropriate corrections resulting from technical and substantive comments have been made in this
version of the report. This appendix includes the response letters of the Secretary of Education, the
Virginia Department of Education, and the Virginia Department of Planning and Budget.
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